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ATTORNEY EXPERIENCE:
Law Offices of Margaret K. Dore, P.S., Seattle, V/ashington USA.
AttorneylPresident. V/ork has included litigation, civil appeals, probate,
guardianship and bankruptcy. Also participate in legislation and court cases
involving assisted suicide and euthanasia in the US, Canada, Australia, South
Africa and other jurisdictions. (October 1994 to present).
Lanz & Danielson, Seattle, Washington USA.
Attorney: Private practice emphasizing real estate litigation, bankruptcy,
guardianship and appeals. (December 1990 to October 1994).
Self-Employed Attorney, Seattle, V/ashington USA.
Worked for other attorneys and private clients. V/ork emphasized appeals and
litigation generally. (September 1989 to December 1990).
The United States Department of Justice, OffÏce of the United States Trustee,
Seattle, V/ashington USA.
Attorney: Government practice, emphasizing bankruptcy. (September 1988 to
August 1989)

JUDICIAL CLERKSHIPS:
The Washington State Supreme Court, Olympia, V/ashington USA.
Law Clerk to Chief Justice Vernon R. Pearson. (August 1987 to August 1988)
The Washington State Court of Appeals, Tacoma, Washington USA.
Law Clerk to Judge John A. Petrich. (August 1986 to August 1987).
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ADMITTED TO PRACTICE:
a

a
a

Supreme Court of the United States,2000-present.
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 1988-present.
United States District Court, Western District of Washington 1988-present.
Washington State Bar Association, 1 986-present.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS:
o
a

a

o

American Bar Association, 2001 to present.
American Bar Association, Elder Law Committee of the Family
Law Section, Chair 2007.
Choice is an Illusion, President,2010 to present.
Fellows of the American Bar Foundation, Life Fellow, 2007 to present.
King County Bar Association, 1989 to present.
King County Bar Elder Law Section, Chair,1995-96.
National Association of Elder Law Attorneys,1996,200I, present.
Vision Awareness of Washington, Presid erÍ., 1993 -2001 .
'Washington
State Trial Lawyers Association, 1996, other years.

PUBLICATIONS:
Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia
Margaret Dore, "California's New Assisted Suicide Law: Whose Choice Will it
Be?," JURIST - Professional Commentary, October 24,2015;
Margaret Dore, "Preventing Abuse and Exploitation: A Personal Shift in Focus
(An article about elder abuse, guardianship abuse and assisted suicide), The Voice
of Experience, ABA Senior Lawyers Division Newsletter, Winter 2014;
Margaret K. Dore, "Physician-Assisted Suicide: A Recipe for Elder Abuse and the
Illusion of Personal Choice," The Vermont Bar Journal, Winter 20II;

& Margaret Dore, "No, Physician-Assisted Suicide is
Legal
in
Montana:
It's
a
recipe for elder abuse and more." The Montana
not
Lawyer, November 20ll;
State Senator Jim Shockley

Margaret K. Dore, "Aid in Dying: Not Legal in Idaho; Not About Choice," The
Advocate, official publication of the Idaho State Bar, Yol.52, No. 9, pages l8-20,
September 2010;
Margaret Dore, "'Death with Dignity': A Recipe for Elder Abuse and Homicide
(Albeit not by Name)," Marquette Elder's Advisor, Vol. 11, No. 2, Spring 2010;
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Margaret K. Dore, "Death with Dignity: What Do'We Tell Our Clients?,"
Washington State Bar Association, Bar News, July 2009; and
Margaret K. Dore, "'Death with Dignity': What Do We Advise Our Clients?,"
King County Bar Association, Bar Bulletin,i|i4ay 2009.

Guardianship, Elder Abuse and Family Law
Margaret K. Dore, Ten Reasons People Get Railroaded into Guardianship,2l
'Winter
American Journal of Family Law 148,
2008;
Margaret K. Dore, The Time is Now: Guardians Should be Licensed and
Regulated Under the Executive Branch, Not the Courts, Washington State Bar
Association, Bar News, March 2007;
Margaret K. Dore, A Call for Executive Oversight of Guardians, King County Bar
Association, Bar Bulletin, March 2007;
Margaret K. Dore, The Case Against Court Certification of Guardians: The Case
for Licensing and Regulation, National Academy of Elder Law Attomeys, NAELA
News, Vol. 18, No. 1, February/March2006;
Margaret K. Dore, The Stamm Case and Guardians ad Litem, King County Bar
Association, Bar Bulletin,June 2005, Washington State Bar Association, Elder
Law Se ction New s I etter,'Winter 2004-2005, p. 3 ;
Margaret K. Dore, The "Friendly Parent" Concept: A Flawed Factor for Child
Custody, 6 Loyola Journal of Public Interest Law 4l (200$;
Margaret K. Dore and J. Mark'Weiss, "'Washington Rejects 'Friendly Parent'
Presumption in Child Custody Cases," Washington State Bar Association, Bar
News, August 2001;
Margaret K. Dore and J. Mark Weiss, "Lawrence and Nunn Reject the'Friendly
Parent' Concept", Domestic Violence Report, Vol. 6, No. 6, August/September

200r;
Margaret K. Dore, "The Friendly Parent Concept (Access to Justice denied),"
Washington State Trial Lawyers Association, Trial News, Volume 36, No. 9, May
2001;
Margaret K. Dore, "Parenting Evaluators and GALs: Practical Realities," King
County Bar Association, Bar Bulletirz, December 1999; and
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Margaret K. Dore, "The Friendly Parent Concept--A Construct Fundamentally at
Odds With The Parenting Act, RCV/ 26.09," V/ashington State Bar Association,
Family Law Section Newsletter, Spring 1999.

A\ilARDS/RECOGNITIONS

:

Butch Blum Award of Excellence in the Legal Arena, for 2005, in association
with Lqw & Politics Magazine (One of nine nominees, only solo practitioner).
a

Wendy N. Davis, "Family Values in Flux: Some Lawyers are growing hostile to
the 'friendly parent' idea in custody fights," ABA Journal,Yol.87,p.26, October
2001 (featuring Margaret Dore after victory in Washington State).

PUBLISHED DECISIONS:
a

In re Guardianship of Stamm,121 Wn. App. 830, 9l P.3d 126
(2004) (3-0 opinion limiting the admissibility of guardian ad litem
testimony);

a

Lqwrence v. Lawrence, 105 Wn. App.683, 20 P.3d 972 (2001) (3-0
opinion re: the "friendly parent" concept, that its use in a child
custody determination would be an abuse of discretion);

Kelly-Hansen v. Kelly-Hansen, 87 Wn. App. 320, 941 P .2d
opinion re: post-dissolution dispute);
o

a

11

08'( 1 997) (3-0

Jain v. State Farm, 130 Wn.2d 688, 926 P .2d 923 (1996), (7 -2 opinion re:
insurance coverage and retroactive application of decisional law); and

In Re Alpine Group, Inc., l5l B.R.
attorney fees in bankruptcy).

93 1

(9th Cir. BAP 1993) (3-0 opinion re:

EDUCATION:
University of Washington School of Law, Seattle, V/ashington USA.
Juris Doctorate, 1986.

University of Washington Foster School of Business, Seattle, Washington USA.
Masters of Business Administration, 1983; Concentration: Finance.
University of 'Washington Foster School of Business, Seattle, V/ashington USA.
Bachelor of Arts, Business Administration,1979; Concentration: Accounting.
Honors: Graduated Cum Laude; Phi Beta Kappa.
Passed the C.P.A. examination
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Modet A¡d-in-Dying Act
Creator:
Brandt, Çraig A

Bibliographic Citation

:

lowa Law Review. 1-989 Oct; 75(l-): 125-2L5.

Permanent Link:
Find in a Library.
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Povelones, Arthur A. (l-995)
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https ://repository. library. georgetown.edu/han dlel
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in Should We Decriminalize PhysicianAssisted Suicide and Physician-Committed
Euthanasia?
Creator:
CeloCruz, Maria T

Bibliographic Citation

:

American Journal of Law and Medicine. 1992; 1B(4): 369-394.

Abstract:
Recent news stories, medicaljournal articles, and two state voter referenda have publicized physicians'
providing their pat¡ents with aid-in-dying. This Note disting uishes two components of
physician-assisted suicide and physician-committed voluntary active euthanasia. The Note traces these
components' distinct historical and legal treatments and critically examines arguments for and against
both types of action. This Note concludes that aid-in-dying measures should limit legalization initiatives

to physician-assisted suicide and should not embrace physician-committed voluntary active
euthanasia.
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PRCIVÖ, Utah (F.Si-l"L¡) -- A

,

judge willdecide if a Spanish Fork man will face trial orr a

rnurder charge in the suicide of a 16*year*old girl,

Litah Courn'Ly prosecutors êrgue that T\¿erell Przybycien's actic¡ns led Jc;hancjra
Brown to kill he¡-self, and lie sliould be tried for first-degree felony murder and

a

A-'7

News
îeen accused of helping friend commit suicide could face trial for murder - AOL

u2712A18

clas$ B misdemeânor chârge <¡f failure

to report

a

body. His defense lawyers

argued that Brown was respons¡ble for her own actíons.

Przybycien,lS, sat next

tCI

his lawyers, looking straight ahead as arguments were

made here on TuesdaY

Deputy Utah county Attorney chad Grunander argued that Przybycien bought the
rrpe, tíed the noose and picked the tree. He also took video of the girl's suicide.
Her body was found the next day by hunters in Payson Canyon.
Utah has no ass¡sted suicide law, and prosecutors argued Przybycien's actions
merited a murder charge. Grunander argue.d that Przybycien wanted tCI see

someone die.
"He used her suicidal ideations for his own purpose," Grunander told the judge
"The defendant bragged about getting away with murder."

RE¡ATED: Teen accused

of helping friend comrnit suicide could face murder

trial
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Physicians may offer palliative sedation to unconsciousness to address refractory clinical symptoms, not
to iespond to existential suffering arising from such issues as death anxiety, isolation, or loss ofcontrol.
Existential suffering should be addressed through appropriate social, psychological or spiritual support.

AMA Principles of Medical Ethics: I,WI

7

Physicíøn-Assìsted Suicíde

a
Physician-assisted suicide occurs when a
to
enable
means
thc lethal dose, while aware that
ng pills

the

commit

It is understandable, though tragic, that some patients in extreme duress-such as those suffering from a
terminal, painful, debilitating illness-may come to decide that death is preferable to life' However,
permitting physicians to engage in assisted suicide would ultimately cause more harm than good'
Physician-assisted suicide is fundamentally incompatible with the physician's role as healer, would be
difficult or impossible to control, and would pose serious societal risks.
Instead of engaging in assisted suicide, physicians must aggressively respond to the needs of patients at
the end of life. Physicians:

(a) Should not abandon

a patient once

it is determined that cure is impossible.

(b) Must respect patient autonomy.
(c) Must provide good communication and emotional support.
(d) Must provide appropriate comfort care and adequate pain control.
LMA Principles of Medical Ethics:

I,IV

5.8 Euthønasìa
Euthanasia is the adn:i¡istration

ofa lethal

egcnt by another pcrsorl to a patient for the purpose

of

It is understandable, though tragic, that some patients in extreme duress-such as those suffering from a
terminal, painful, debilitating illness-may come to decide that death is preferable to life.
However, permitting physicians to engage in euthanasia would ultimately cause more harm than good.
Euthanasia is fundamentally incompatible with the physician's role as healer, would be difficult or
impossible to control, and would pose serious societal risks. Euthanasia could readily be extended to
incompetent patients and other vulnerable populations'
The involvement of physicians in euthanasia heightens the signifrcance of its ethical prohibition' The
physician who performs euthanasia assumes unique responsibility for the act of ending the patient's life.
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Mercy killing - definition of mercy k¡lling by The Free Dictionary
https ://wr,rrw.thefreed ictionary. com/mercy+ki llin g
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mörcy killing
Also found in: Thesaurus, lVlsdicaf , Legat, Acronyrns, fincyclopedia, Wikåpedia

mercy killin
n
Euthanasia
Dictionary of the Hnglish Language, Fifth Edition. Copyright O 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
Pul¡lished by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved

ercy killing
for *uthanasla

(Medicine) another
Collins English Dictionary

-

1Zth Edition 2014rcl- HarperCollins Publishers 1991,'1S94, 1998,2000,2003,200ô, 2007

Co

20a9,2011,2014

eU"thA'na'Sia

(,yu oe'ner Jo, -Ji e, -zi a)

n.

Also called

Íïerçy

act of putting to death painlessly or allowing to die, as by withholcling medical measures
sufferi ng from an incurable, esp. a painful, disease or condition.

kiËling"

an

[1640-50; < New Latin < Greek euthanasía easy death]
Random House Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary, O 2010 K Dictionaries l-td. Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, lnc. All rights
reserved.

Legend:

Thesaurus

Synonyms <'.+ Related Words

*

Antonyms

Switch to new thesaurus
Noun 1. mercy killing - the act of killing someone painlessly (especially someone suffering from an incurable illness)
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Sawyer Arraigned on State Fraud Charges
Judge Sets Plea Entry for SePt. 6
Na,tgf¡-SSurctlF:

ioJïffi'M

pDTseptember T,

zorL

UPDATED: +:36 AIvI PDTJuly 14' 2011

BENÐ'Ore,statecharges of criminal mistteatment and
Fonne¡ Bend real estatebrokerTami sawyerwas arraigned Thurtdqvo¡
Á.irport.
igåä*dlit rd Ñ; day$ after her anesi at Portland international
port of portland police aûer arriving on a flight back from MCIriso, where she was ollowed
$awyer was tnken lnto cuetody by
to gò and cheak on rental ProPettY.
who continued her bond at $5o,ooo but set no travel
s¡e appeared befor.e Ðescl¡utes county circuit Judge welts Ashby,
restrìctions, proamutors said.
submlt a waiver of e:rtraditíon, should that be needed'
Ashby said she can travel outsid.e of oregon but hae to sign and
and aggravated theft., accused of seìlingThomas Middleton's
ïawyerfnces ehargas of fir,st-degtee cri¡nÍnal mistreatmer¡t
home and poclceting the Proceedt.

a'm', when she is scheduled to onter a plea'
The jud.ge set her ne¡<t court appearance for Sept. 6 at B:3o
on federol fraud and money-laundering charges'
sawyer and husband Kevin are scheduÌed for.trial in Decernber
içnal Àirport on a Deschutes
sarr4rer was alr,ësted sunday uig-ht at Portland rntern¡¡f

Fsnner Bend real estets brï¡k*r,t'arrri
orcrimin"t rnlstre*tmeirt:and aggt'nv*ted
county warrant ls.sued late t¡rst wcek aftóherindictrì¡ß"t oü räi*íny-ffi;rg;;

theft.
üu'0st'
nnou$d 9 p,ry. sunday, about ¿ hclf*lrour alt$'l¡cr
$awy*,., 4g, ryqs buokecl i¡rto tlro.Multlrsrnub eounty Jail
shs and
th¡rt
prnpcrtv
*ntai
à*
*r'i,it
Ëiild
so
iïas¿
nper.ìer¡y r,ooinãjruiirorri t¡ncrt ro
Mrxleo'
l,uea$,
Sn¡l
¡n
Cnbo
oîtn
lrrislurn¿l'¡tw¡n

dõË*;ü;

*sä;i6

last Îrursday, two days after she
ti¡çuit.Iurlge.Âlta llvacly signcd âll arfcst wâHant with'$5o,qoql¡ail of rhomas 'Middlotou' ?a
th;i'äg*;träiãb¡r cltstocly
rvas indicred orr rr fir*r-dcgrce ffinr inni;i*ä;tiri*rr *trnrgu
Êuurl'
putposcof
;iürliîdiòtcì,{etty pçi's;n,l ftrr the
zooB, sawyer stole more then $5o'ooo ftom the Tt¡ornas
The ûrst,rlegree aggravated theft charge alleges that in october
Deschr¡tc¡ courrty

Middleton Revocable Trust.
in July

home
suffered from.lou.Gelrrig?ri clíscnse, ntoved into sawyer?s
,\Ài s,tate and court.rlocumcnts s¡ow MÍddletorr, who
to the
honte
his
rìcedeil
¡r¡ioclleton
eoog, monrhs ufter nami's lrer rru$;;;iì;Ë *úte, rrtu suriäiii¡.fi;üå-glri'iriÀi¡mproved'
/ ' ú;i;;a ¿itrc¡c¡ her to mälce it a ¡'e¡'rtal until the ¡çal estate market

{

.

'

ü""**sd:i#'n:tuî;xhï::L,fl

-

Sáþor sorup¡nic$¡ Gqncsls'Futurcs and Tami Sawyer PC'

for Dccc¡lltrcr itr Ïlugtlnc on fetlcr,al chargas cf
sawyer ancl her husþr¡rei, a fopr¡çr. Ilencl pol lcc <raptuin,.lhce tri¿rl scheduletl
ailo'acou*ed $f trsing lnvs$tor meney to Pqv for
ruro¡ìoy laur:dering,' wi¡e fi,ar¡rl aucl conr¡lí**y tõiuii*tit wir: h'aud,I'hey
p ersoiral p ropor!fl cnusing inves tars ta. lose $¿. a rn ill í on'
A- 11
again lae t month'
A federal judge twice gave permission for her to travel to Mexico, once in May and
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Formêr nurse helped ¡o'truct man on how to oommit suicide, court
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Formeï nurse helped instruct rnan onhowto
commit suicide, court rules
after Minnesota
william Melchert-Dinkel,s conviction in death of British mafi, Mark Drybrough, was affirmed
state supreme courtreversed ruling last yeal

Associated Press in MinneaPolis
Monday 28 December 2015 14.38 EST

assisted dying of
An appeals court on Monday afÂrmed the conviction of a Minnesota man in the
a canadian woman's suicide'
a British man, but reversed his conviction for attempting to assist

William
The Minnesota court of appeals ruled that there was sufficient evidence to convict
from
Melchert-Uinkel, ig, of fäiiUautt,of assisting the zoo5 death of Mark Drybrough, 32,
Coventry.
',

offense
said there was not enough evidence to convict the former nurse of the lesser
attempting to assist the zoog suicide of Nadia Kajouji, 18, of Brampton, ontario'

of

Authorities have said that Vlelctrert-Dinkel was obsessed with suicide and hanging, and
sought out potential victims online, posing as a female nurse and feigning compassion

tn¡fhq

commit suicide, coud rules I us news
Former nurse helped inÊtruot man on how to

gllol2o17

lrhe

Guotdian

detailed.iustructions rn how to hang
The appeals court said Meichert-Dinker gave Ðrybrough
she
to Kaiouji when he recommended that
himself. tsut it said he did not give speciñc inst¡u;ii"*
going to
inro a frozen river in otrawa, where she was
t herself, she jumped from. üiiãã-

L

Cr"rr¡ege.

that narrowed Minnesota's law against assisting
The case has been the subject of a long legal fight
original convictions last year'
ni-r.rt-it-Ðinkel's
,rrpru*J;""îi;;"*rü¿
suicides. îhe Minnesora
or "advising" suicide
from
"encJura[ing"
someone
banning
law
state
a
that
justices
cleclared
The
Ñri"g it a crime to "assist" itrt â suicide'
was unconstitulional, but ,rpueu
yet anothgr PpTSl tothe state supreme
lvtelchert-Dinkel,s attorney, Terry watkinsn said theyptåq
sent
Jiowed ã ¡ury triat after the supreme court
courr. He said Melchert-Dinkel st orriu have u.u*
The judge declined to allow him to
the case back to the triar courr for further proceedings.
withdraw nis waiv"r of a jury trial from his original trial'
seeking comment.
Gcun[y å$CIrney John Foss
remains on 10
six months IN j ail after his 2 o 1 4 con vi cti o n
chert-Ðinkel served
t'fCIr the thrill of the chase"
e apologized at his
e told police he did it
of probaLion.
and said he

öil;lh-i;*
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Proseoutors Say Doctor Killed To Feel a Thrill 'The New York Times
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N.Y. / REGION

Prosecutors Say Doctor Killed To Feel a

Thrill
-"-'-*

By CHARLIE

LEDUFF

sEPT. 7, zooa

Most people in the courtroom knew how the small, skittish man had managed to
rnurder at least four of his patients withc¡ut getting caught: he injected them with
poison, he admitted today. The question observers wanted answered was "Why?"
And then prosecutors offered fîve scrawled pages from the }<iller's spiral-bound
diary as the motive. It seems that Michael J. Swango, a former doctor, killed for the
pure joy of watching and smelling death.

Reading from a notebook confiscated from Mr. Swango when he was arrested in
a Chicago airport in rg97 on his way to Saudi Arabia, where he had a job in a

hospital, prosecutors painted a portrait of a delusional serial killer. The written
passages show that Mr. Swango, 45, was a voracious reader of macabre thrillers
about cloctors who thought they had the pCIwer of the Almighty.

In small, tight script, Mr. Swango transcribed a passage frorn what prosecutors
saicl was "The Torture Doctor," which they described as an obscure true-to-life novel
published in 1975 about a rgth-century doctor who goes on a quiet murder spree and
tries to poison his wife with succinylcholine chloride, a powerful muscle relaxant.
"He could look at himself in a mirror and tell himself that he was one of the
most powerful and dangerous men in the world -- he could feel that he was a god in
disguise," the notebook read.

A-14
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Another of Mr. Swango's favorite books, according to prosecutors, was "The
Traveler," written by John Katzenbach. One passage that prosecutors contended
offered a window into Mr. Swango's mind was: "when I kill someone, it's because

I

want to. It's the only way I have of reminding myself that I'm still alive."

With the victim's relatives weeping in the rear of the courtroom, Assistant
United States Attorney Gary R. Brown read more excerpts from the notebook. From
what he identifîed as the text of "My Secret Life," Mr. Swango was inspired to copy:

"I love it. Sweet, husky, close smell of an indoor homicide."
Mr. Brown, on the steps of United States District Court, said today: "Basically,
Dr. Swango liked to kitl people. By his own admission in his diary, he killetl because

it thrilled him."
Wearing prison blues ancl faded slippers, Mr. Swango stood in the courtroom
and admitted that he murdered three of his patients at a Long Island hospital with
lethal injections.
Each time Judge Jacob Mishler asked Mr. Swango how he pìeaded, he answered

impassively: "Guilty, your ltonor."
Accusations, incriminations and death followed Mr. Swango wherever he went,
from the time he began medical school at Southern Illinois University in the early

rg8o's to his tenure as a physician in Zimbabwe. And although an inordinate amount
of his patients died over the years -- some officials estimate as many as 6o -- Mr.
Swango always managed to {ind employment.

Prosecutors in New York could charge him only with the three murders in their

jurisdiction, committed when he worked for three months as a resident at the
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Northport in lgg3. His victims were Thomas
Sammarco, TBl George Siano, 6o; and Alclo Serini, 62, all of Long Island. He faced
t'ederal, rather than state, charges because those three murders were committed at a
federal institution.
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when he worked there as a resident.
He was not charged with her murder, because it was not a federal crime, but he

pleaded guilty to lying about his role in her death, and also to falsifying records
about prison time he served in the mid-rg8o's for poisoning co-workers'coffee and
doughnuts with ant poison.

Mishler asked for an explanation of the death of Mr. Siano, Mr.
Swango read from a prepâred text. "I intentionally killed Mr. Siano, who was at the
time a patient at the veterans'hospital in Northport," he read. "I cl.id this by
administering a toxic substance which I knew was likely to cause death. I knew it was
\,Vhen Judge

wrong."

Not only did Mr. Swango administer the lethal injection to Mr. Siano,
prosecutors said, he did it on his day off, a day when he was not even on call.
Prosecutors said that a nurse saw Mr. Swango sitting on a radiator near Mr. Siano's
bed watching the man die from the lethal dose.
Mr.
Siano's stepdaughter, Roselinda Conroy. "He's worse than an animal. Animals don't
kill for pleasure."

"I'm still shaking my head that a madman got

a plea bargain today," said

Judge Mishler sentenced Mr. Swango to three consecutive life sentettces,
without the possibility of parole, in a maximum-security prison in Colorado.

Mary A. Dowling, director of the hospital in Northport, triecl to answer the wider
question of how a rnan with Mr. Swango's background could find employment there.

NewYork at Stony Brook,
and rotated through Northport as part of his Stony Brook residency training.
She said that he was hired by the State University of

"Michael Swango failed to truthfully disclose the reason for a prior criminal
conviction on his application," Ms. Dowling said, explaining that Mr. Swango had
told administrators that his jail time had to do with a barroom brawl. "It was an
offense he plecl guilty to and for which he served three years in prisou."
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That explanation was not good enough for the relatives of the dead men. "He left
a trail of death wherever he went," Ms. Conroy said. "Because of the gross negligence
of these institutions, Swango was allowed to kitl. They, too, should be held
accountable."

O 2018 The New York Times ComPanY
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Nurses Who

lfill

There have been numerous cases

of Healthcare Serial Killers (HSKs), as they are preferably known, around

the world. Charles Cullen in New Jersey who may have killed over 400 patients within 16 years as a nurse
across nine hospitals, Kimberly Saenz also in America who murderecl five patients in Texas by injecting them
with bleach.
Italian nurse Daniela Poggiali who murdered 38 patients using potassíum chloride and took pictures of herself
next to the deceased bodies of patients and shared them on social media. Then there is Genene Jones, a
paediatric nurse in San Antonio in Texas known to have killed four children by injecting them with drugs.
Most nurses who kill work alone, however a case in Austria saw four nurses in Vienna who worked together
between 1983 and 1991. Led by nurses aide Waltraud Wagner at Lainz General Hospital, they killed patients
using morphine and later by drowning, holding the patíent down, pinching their nose and pouring water down

their throat, a truly horrific and terrifying way to die.
Maria Gruber, Irene Leidolf, Stephanija Mayer, and Waltraud Wagner, collectively known as the'Lainz Angels

of Death l have admitted killing 49 patients but as with many medical serial killers it is feared the true number
of patients murdered may be as high as 200. They were caught when a doctor overheard them laughing
about their latest victim, starting an investigation which resulted in their arrest in 1989.
When he was finally caught after family members raised concerns and a discovery of false medical records
was made, it was believed
doctor murdered up to 250 of his patíents between 1975 and 1988, Convicted

of murder
never to be
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PROFILING OF SERIAL KILLERS

Studies on Medical Serial Killers
Dr Eíndra Khin Khin, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioural Sciences at the University of Virginia
has highlighted cases of healthcare serial killings have risen since the 1970's, Ten cases were recorded within
that decade, by 2001 to 2006 this number had risen to forty cases.

In a presentation at the annual meeting of the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law, Dr Khin Khin
showed the majority of cases took place within a hospital setting (7Ta/o), with 20olo of cases
happening in nursing homes and 60lo within the patients homes. Over half of all cases were carried
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The case of Dr John Bodkin Adams appears to check all boxes, despite hís acquittal in 1gS7 of
the murder of pat¡ents Edith Morrell and Gertrude Hullett, These wealthy widows both left
money and valuables to the physician in their wills.t34l Bodkin Adams, who had been
previously convicted of fraud, was subsequently found guilty of manipulating prescriptions for
which his medical license was revoked (and reinstated 4 years later).[351
Shortly after joining a medical practice in the wealthy retirement location of Eastbourne on the
British south coast, Dr Bodkin Adams became the subject of persistent rumors that focused on
the suspicious deaths of his wealthy elderly patients; his use of dangerous drugs, such as
heroin and morphine; and his sizeable wealth.[18,34,35,36]

ADVERTISEMENT

Dr Bodkin Adams died a free man in 1983. He was never convicted of murder, despite being
suspected in the deaths of up to 132 patients.l18] After his acquittal, the presiding judge, Lord
Justice Patrick Devlin, remarked, "The rigorous standards of the law sometimes allow that the

guilty vvs¡¡ 1¡ss."[361

The Most Notorious of Them All
One of the most notorious cases in recent history ís at of Dr
ich gained
coverage in the medicaljournals as well as the lay
ry 31,
, the seemingly
congenial[¡7] Dr Shipman-a general practitio
a
n twa
list[38]-was
convicted of murdering 15 of his patients and
fal
nt's will
He was
sentenced to 15 consecutive life sentences nd committed suicide in
on January 13,
--.*d
2gg4.laq He never admitted to nor spoke of
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Dame Janet Smith, Source: Alamy

A public enquiry chaired by a senior high-court judge,
, was initiated in early
2001 , becoming the largest forensic investigation in
history of the
ted Kingdominvolving over 1000 cases and 4 years of work.[39,
Dr
ate of Leeds School
,a
of Medicine who had practiced in West Yorkshire nd n Ryde,
Manchester, was found
responsible for killing at least 215 patien1r.t3gl
qurry
serious concerns, but lacked
conclusive proof, in a further 62 suspicious deaths.I

1

ln 1998, when he was charged with the death of Kathleen Gru v d. of falsif){ing her¡sill, it is
estimated that Dr Shipman was killing at a rate of one patient pe
s¡.[39,401 His victims were
women, tended to live alone, and were frequently killed sin
iamorphine.[38]
Shipman, who also stole from his victims was 25 times more kely than comparable GPs to be
Ñ**nf"t the t ime of a patient's death 7
The unusual rate of death of his patients fueled the suspicions of fellow GPs, a local
undertaker, and a taxi driver who had an elderly clientele.[37,38] 1¡" cabbie relayed that "My
list of regulars was being cut back all the time...it began to feel wrong, and about 3 or 4 years
ago I noticed all those who were dying went to the same 6o619¡."[38J
Some argued that Dr Shipman was a serial killer who just happened to be a doctor, but Dr
Aneez Esmail, writing in the New England Journal of Medicrne, countered that "it was the very
fact that Shipman was a doctor that enabled him to kill and remain undiscovered" and called
for more oversight and questioning of physicians,[40]

The Cullen Law
'l-he "Cullen
Law" (officially the Health Care Professional Responsibility and Reporting
Enhancement Act) "requires health care facilities to notify the state Division of Consumer

Affairs wíth any information regarding impairment, incompetence or negligence by a health
care worker that could endanger patients." lt was passed in New Jersey in 2005 after the case
of nurse Charles Cullen, who was convicted of killing 29 patients (and is suspected in other
cases of suspicious death) in New Jersey and pennsylvania.[3,41,42]
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Morris v. Brandenburg, ¡76 P.sd 836 (2016)
201ð -NMSC- 027

by the protections outlined in thc UI-ICDA and

the

Pain Relicf Act, and thcrefore the govcrnmcnt intere$ts

we have idcntif¡ed, similar to those in 6f¡¿f/r¡'åarr& are
supported by a firm tegal rationale, Applying this to
Pctitionc¡s' challenge, wc conclude that there is a firm
legal rationale behind (l) tho interest in protccting the
integrity and ethics of the medical profession; (2) thc
itrterest in protecting vulnerable groups*including the
poor. the elderly, and disabled persons-from âbu$e,
neglcct, and mistakes due to the rsal risk of subtle coercion

and undue influence ilr cnd-of-lifc situaLions or the dcsire
of some to rcsort to physician aid in dying to spare

their families the substantial fi¡rancial burdc¡r of end-sflife health care costs; and (3) thc legitimate corlc¿rtt that
rccognízing a ríght to physician aid in dying will lead
to vûluntâry or involuntary euthanasia because if it is a
right, il must be made available to everyono, even whÊn
a duiy appointed surrogate makes [he decisiort, ând even

when the patient

is unable to selÊadminister the life-

endingmedioation.Se¿J?l

-.."-'Þatl IiI,

11

U.S..BI73,1-3

;

the aforemcntioned lcgitirnate governmcnt interests. If
wç were to recognize an absolute, fundamental right lo
physician aid in dying, constitutional questions would
abound regarding lcgislation that defincd terminal illncss'
or provided for protoctive procedures to assurc that

a patient

was making an informed and in<lependent

decision. Regulation in this area is essrrntial. given that if Á
patient cartics oul his or ber cnd-of-tife dccision il cannot
be reversod, cvcn if it turns qut tt¡at tho patient did not
mako the decision of his or her own free will,

VIII. CONCIUSION
{58.} Pursuant to New Mcxico's hcightcncd rational basis

analysís, and based

on the record before ue and

the

of the partics, we concludc that although
aíd in dying falls within the proscription of

argumsnts
physícínn

Sqstisn .30*Þ4, this statute is neithct unconstitutional on
its faoe nor as it is applied to Petitioners. For the foregoing
rgâsontr we revsrse

district court

to

and

2?, supra. Petitioners nonetheless maint¿in

lhat thc ËLlge*ery Court eithcr did not havc the same
it thaÍ we do today, including data from

evid¿uce before

several stafes and establishcd practiccs

in thosc states,

(59) rT IS SO ORDERED.

and thetefore concerns addressed in Slsrfuûc{s âre no
longer valid, or nËver came to fruition, Howevor, in New
Msxico these very concerns åre addressed in the UHCDA,
whioh was most reoently amended ín 2Q15, indícating
not only the desirability of legislation in arÊes such âs
aid in dying, but also reflecting legitirnate and ongoing
Iegal ralíonales that Olrc,ltglgürrâised nearly twenty years

ago which cndure today. Although it is unlawful in
New Mcxico to assist somoone in committing suicitle,
the exceptions contaÍncd within the IJHCÞA and the
Pain Relief Act narrow thc ststute's application. providcd
that physicians comply with the rigorous requiremente
of each act. Therefore, when thc relcvant legislation is
rsad as a wholc,:$ectiap 39*ä¡4 is rationally rclatcd to

WE CONCUR:

Ç!'lAßI,Hi W. Þqq NIELÊ' Chiel Justice
,!lülr&4 JIMENËä-MIS,
åjr$.HAR

Å"

J.

Ju

s

tice

VlçtL, Justicc

ìAMfJi-J\4.- HïJÞSO"N; District Judge, Sitting

by

dcsignation

All Citatlons
37ó P.3d 836, 2016 -NMSC- 027

Q â017 Ì homson fil\¿ulgrs, No c!¡rini ìo ori¡lnal U.S. Gc¡vernment Works.
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PHOENIX - Ar¡zona Gov. Jan Brewer has signed a bill that aims to
make it eas¡er to prosecute people who help someone commit su¡cide.
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Suicide
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Republican Rep, Justin Pierce of Mesa says his b¡ll w¡ll make ¡t easier
for attorneys to prosecute people for manslaughter for asslst¡ng ln
suicide by more clearly defining what it means to "assist."
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House Bill 2565 defines ass¡st¡ng in suicide as providing the physical
means used to commit suic¡de, such as a gun. The bill originally also
defined assisted suicide as "offering" the means to commit su¡cide,

to learn more.

but a Senate amendment omitted that word.
The proposal was prompted by a difficult prosecution stemming from
a 2007 assisted suicide in Mar¡copa County.

click on the photo to learn
about the New Mexico
supreme Court decision
reverslng legal assisted
suic¡de in New Mexico.
Asslsted sulcide ¡s no
longer legal in New Mex[iQ,
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Assistlng persons can have
their own agendas: an
adult child wantlng an
inheritance; a financial
predator seeking financlal
gain; or a doctor wanting
to hlde malpractlce.
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Proponents of assisted
suicide and euthanasia
clalm that legalizatlon will
g¡ve you "choice." But
whose choice wlll it be?

Brewer signed the bill on Wednesday.

NEW MEXICO: LEGAL
ASSISTED SUICIDE
OVERRULED

On May 24, 2018, a
Superior Court Judge held
Californla's law allowing
assisted su¡cide &
euthanasia "void as
unconstitutional." Click on
the banner above to go to
choice Illus¡on california. ..
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4 zA11 -201 2 Regular Session

Georgia General Assembly
- HB LLf4
Homicide; offering to assist in commission of suicide; repeal certain
2zOLL-2O12 Regular Session

ons
Sponsored By

(2) Golick, Rich 34th
(5) Lindsey, Edward 54th

(1) Setzler, Ed 3sth
(4) Pak, B,J, 102nd

Sponsored

In

(3) Ramsey, Matt 72nd
(6) Rice, Tom 5lst

Sen.ate By

Ligon, Jr., William 3rd

Committees
SC: ludiciary

HC: ludiciary Non-Civil

Fìrst Reader Summary
o.c. 4., relating to homicide, so as to
A BILL to be entitled an Act to amend Article 1 of Chapter 5 of Title 16 of
to
ibit assisted s
repea I certain provlslons regarding offering to assist ln the commlssion of a
certain reporting
s;
provide for definitions; to provide for criminal penalties; to provide for certai
Title 51 of the O,C,G.A., relating to torts,
requirements with respect to being convicted of assisting in a suicide; to
provide for definitions; to provide an
e;
su
assisted
provide
caused
by
wrongful
death
for civil liability for
so as to
effective date; to repeal conflicting laws; and for other purposes,

tlzoiz-

Effective Date

aV/0L/20L2 - Act 639

ay/ÐI/20I2 - House Date Signed bY
2 - House Sent to Govern
or Sub

M

Mar/29/20I2
l'4ar/27/2OI2
Mar/27/20t2
l4ar/22/2At2
Mar/22/2OL2
Mar/A7|2OLZ
Mar/O7/2OI2

Mar/07/20L2
Mar/A7l2OL2

Feb/28/2}t2

febl23/2jt2
Febl22/2AL2

FebI2t/2Ot2

- House Agreed Senate Amend or Sub As Amended
- Senate Passed/Adopted By Substitute
* Senate Third Read
- Senate Read Second Time
- Senate Committee Favorably Reported By Substitute
- Senate Read and Referred
- House Immediately Transmitted to Senate
- House Passed/Adopted By Substitute
- HouseThlrd Readers
- House Committee Favorably Reported By Substitute
* House Second Readers
- House First Readers
- House Hopper

Footnotes
Modified Structured Rule; 3/7/2012 Immediately transmitted to Senate; 3/29/2OL2 House agrees to tt
Substitute as House amended; 3/29/2012 Senate agreed to House amendment to Senate substitute
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a. assisted-suicide ban strengthened

susF€ctg

ln Lockport

Armêd Robber?

April

24,

l0lZ

at g:37 a.m.

Modilied¡ Tuesday, Aprll24,Z0l2 at

g13? a.m.

ROUOE.. The House unanimously backed a proposal
Monday to strengthen Louisiana's
and assisted suicide.

ban on

Bill
ïm

McGr$w8 Falth
Hill $hars Blg Nowe.
Bllrrlng Þðlly

10B6 by Rep. Alan Seabaugh, R-Shreveport,
would spell out that someone authorized to
medical procedures for another person may not approvs
any procedure tlrat would be considered
suicide. That prohibition also would be extended
to include s urgical or rnedical treatment
for the
disabled or nursing home res idents who may
be unable
to make their own medical

a already

has a prohibition in criminal law agatns t
euthanasia and assisted suicide. But
Seabaugh
he wanted to make sure it was clear in the
state's m edical consent law,

comments posted to this article may be published
in our print eclition, All ris¡
material may not be re-pu blished without permiss
ion.
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"In oregon, the only

my

help my pat¡ent rece¡ved
was a lethal prescrlption,
intended to klll him.''

"It wâsn't the fôther

sôyhg that he wanted to
die"

'
.

"He made the mistake of
asklng tor lnformation
ôbout asslsted suicide"

"lf Ðr, Stevens håd

believed ln assisted
sulc¡de, I woufd be dead"

.

"Mlld strokô led to
mothêr's fórcêd
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5,2oLL, Idaho Governor Butch
into law.[1] The bill explicitly
sulcide ls a felony,[2]
Õn April

.
.

.

By Mårgäret Dore

"I was afràid to
husband atone"

MATTID

ME M¡ttltlMOMSt¡tT NC

signed Senate Bill 1070
causlng or alding a

exlstlng Idaho law, which already
bilt 1
criminal llability on doctors and others who cause
im
or aid a suicide.[3] The bill's "Statement of Purpose" says: "This
legislãtion will supplement existing common law and statutory law by
confirming that it is ill€gôl to cause or assist in the suicide of
another."[4]

The legal direclor's articles included "Aid in Dy¡ng: lâw, Geography
and Ståndard of Care in Idaho," published in fte Advocate, the
official publicalion of the Idaho State Bar.[6] Responding leners to
the editor stated that the ärticle was "a gross misunderstanding of
Idaho law" and that "[f]alse clalms about what the law of ldaho
âctually ls, published in The Advocate, cannot poss¡bly benefit public
debate on this ¡ssue,"
These letters ând other letters can be vlewed here, here and here. A
direct rebuttal to the ãrticle can be viewed here,
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The vote to pass the new blll was overwhelming: the Senate vote
was 31 to 2; the house vote was 61 to 8.[7] The new law will be
codified as ldaho Code Ann. Section 18'4017 and go into effect on
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The blll was lntroduced in response to efforts by Compassion &
Choices to legalize physiciân-asslsted sulclde in Idaho. The issue
cåm€ to a head after that orgån¡zation's legal dlrector wrote artlcles
clalmlng that the practice, which she called "åid in dy¡ng, was
already legal ln ¡daho. Compassion & Choices was formerly known
as the Hemlock Soclety,[5]
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[1] Blll Status S1070, entry for Apr¡l 5, 2o1l'
[2] see here for blll text,
[3] Then ex¡stlng civ¡l lãw lncluded Cramer v. Slater,146

ldaho 868,
s78, 204 P.3d 508 (2009), which states that doctors "can be held
liable for Ia] patlent's sulcide," Exlsting law also included â common
law crime in which atr "aider and abettor" of suicide ¡s gu¡lty of
murder, Assisted suic¡de can also be stalutorily charged as murder,
See Margôret K. Dore, "Aid in Dying: Not Legal in ldaho; Not About
Choice," The Advocate, offtclal publ¡cation of the ldaho State Bar,
Vol, 52, No, 9, pages 18-20, September 2010 (describing exlsting lðw
prior to the new bill's enactment); ðnd The Hon. Robert E, Bðkes,
Retired Chief Justlce of the Idãho Supreme Court, Letter to th€
Editor, "Legislature rej€ct€d euthanasia," The Advocate, September
2010 ("ln both the ldaho crlmlnal stðtutes as well as I'C'6-1012, the
Idaho legislature hâs rejected physlclan-asslsted sulclde"). Ent¡re
issue, avallable here:
http: //www. isb. ida ho.govlpdfladvocate/lssues/adv1Osep ' pdf
[4] Revised Ståtement of Purpose, RS20288,
[5] Ian Dowblggin, A CONCISE HISTORY OF EU-IHANASIA:
LJFË, DEATH, GOD AND MEDICINE, ROWMAN & LittIEfIEId PUbIiShCTS,
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IN THE STATE OF NEW YORI(
IN THE ASSEMBLY

DECLARATION OF WILLIAM TOFF'LER,
MD

IN RE BILL A 2383 A

I, V/ILLIAM TOFFLER, declare the following under penalty of perjury:

1. I am a professor of Family Medicine and apracticing physician in Oregon for over 30 years. I
write to provide some insight on the issue of physician-assisted suicide, which is legal in Oregon,
and which I understand has been proposed for legalization in New York.

2. Oregon's law applies to persons with a terminal
six months to

live. Our law

disease who are predicted to have less than

states:

"Terminal disease" means an incurable and irreversible disease that
has been medically confirmed and will, within reasonable medical
judgment, produce death within six months.
ORS 127.800 $ 1 .01(12), attached hereto as Exhibit A

3. In practice, this language is interpreted to include people with chronic conditions

such as

diabetes mellitus, better known as "diabetes."

4. Attached hereto,

as

Exhibit B, is an excerpt from the most recent Oregon government

statistical report regarding our law. Note that the excerpt

'diabetes

t)

an "underlying

1
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illness" sufficient for assisted suicide.

5.

In Oregon, chronic conditions such as insulin dependent diabetes are sufficient for

assisted suicide,

6.

if, without treatment, the patient has less than six months to live.

This is significant when you consider that, without insulin, a typical insulin dependent 20

year old

will live

less than a

month. Such persons, with insulin, are likely to have decades to

live. In fact, most insulin dependent diabetics

have a normal

life span given appropriate control

of their blood sugar.

7. I have

also been provided

Oregon's law. The

bill

with an excerpt of the proposed New York bill, which is similar to

states:

"Terminal illness or condition" means an incurable and irreversible
illness or condition that has been medically confirmed and will,
within reasonable medical judgment, produce death within six
months.

Exhibit C, NYS Bill, A. 2383*A, $ 2899-d.17

8. In my professional judgment, this

language also includes insulin dependent diabetes because

the illness or condition is a failure to produce insulin, such that an affected person is dependent
on insulin to live. The disease at that point is an incurable and irreversible disease that will cause
death within six months without treatment.

9.

If New York State follows Oregon practice, the proposed bill will apply to people with

chronic conditions such as insulin dependent diabetes. Such persons, with treatment, can have
years or decades to live happy,

10.

healtþ

and productive lives.

I have also been asked to discuss self administration of medication, and when it would

not be appropriate from a medical perspective. I provide the following response:
2
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I

L

In context of adrninistering medication, a patient's physical condition and other factors

can result in a determination that self-administration is not appropriate.

2,

If a patient has trouble swallowing, it may

be appropriato for a doctor to prescribe or

order medication to be administered via injection. Depending on the medication, administration

through an existing drip line or feeding tube could also be appropriate, for example, if the patient
is sleeping and I don't want to disturb her'
Signed under ¡renalty of perjury

this 1st

day of May 2018, at Portland Oregon.

er MD
William L.
Professor of Family Medici¡re
3lS1 SW Sam Jackson ParkRoad
Portland, OR 97239

{
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(b) His or her prognosis;
(c) The potential risks associated with taking the medication to be prescribed;

(d) The probable result of taking the medication to be prescribed; and
(e) The feasible alternatives, including, but not limited to, comfort care, hospice care
and pain control.

(g) ,tMedically confirmed" means the medical opinion of the attending physicìan has
been confirmed by a consulting physician who has examined the patient and the
patient's relevant medical records.

(9) "Patient" means a person who is under the care of a physician.
(10) "physician" means a doctor of medicine or osteopathy licensed to practice
medicine by the Board of Medical Examiners for the State of Oregon.
(11) "eualified patient" means a capable adult who is a resident of Oregon and has
iat¡ineã the requirements of ORS 127.800 to 127.897 in order to obtain a prescription
for medication to end his or her life in a humane and dignified manner'
(12) "Terminal dísease" means an incurable and irreversible disease that has been
within
meátcatty confirmed and will, within reasonable medical judgment, produce death
six months. [1995 c.3 91.01; 1999 c.423 51]
(Written Request for Medication to End One's Life in a Humane and Dignified Manner)
(Section 2)

lZ7.g0S S2.01. Who may initiate a written request for medication. (1) An adult

who is capãble, is a resident of Oregon, and has been determined by the attending
physician and consulting physician to be suffering from a terminal disease, and who has
voluntarily expressed his or her wish to dle, may make a written reguest for medication
for the purpose of ending his or her life in a humane and dignified manner in
accordance wlth ORS 127.800 to t27.897.

(2) No person shall qualiff under the provisions of ORS 127.800 to L27.897 solely
because of age or disability. [1995 c.3 52.01; 1999 c.423 52]

LZl,gLA gZ,0Z. Form of the written request. (1) A valid request for medication
under ORS 127.800 to L27.Bg7 shall be in substantially the form described in ORS
127,8g7, signed and dated by the patient and witnessed by at least two individuals
who, in ihe-prerence of the patient, attest that to the best of their knowledge and belief
the patient is capable, acting voluntarily, and is not being coerced to sign the request.
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Characteristics

2ß17

1998-2016

Total

{Nal43)

(N=1,132)

{N=1,275}

Residence

Other western counties (7d

55 (38.5)
12 (8.4)
65 (45.5)

East of the Cascades (70)

11

Metro counties (Clackamas, Multnomah, Washington) (%)

Coastalcounties

(Vo)

(7.71

80

(43.1)
(7.1)

471

(41.e)

88

(7.8)

53e
92
536

e9

(42.6)
(7.3',)

(42.3)
(7.8)

I

I

0

Unknawn

484

End of life care
Hospice

130
13

Enrolled (%)
Not enrolled (%)

(eo.e)
(e.1)

(e0.1)
(e.e)

111e (e0.2)

122

(9.8)

34

34

a

Unknown

e8e
10e

lnsurance
Private (o/d

Medicare, Medicaid or other governmental
None

(7o)

36
78

1

(o/o)

(31.3)

569

(67.8)

474 (44.8)

(0.e)

14

(53.8)

(1.3)

103

75

28

605 (51.6)
552 147.1)
15 (1,3)

Underlying illness

110 (76.9)
Lung and bronchus

23

(o/o)

6 (4.2)
6 (4.2)

Breast (%)
Colon (%)

15
10

Pancreas {%)
Prostate

(o/o)

4

0vary (%)

46

Other cancers (%)

10
1o

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (%)
Other neurological disease (Yo)

Respiratory disease [e.g., C0P0l (70)
Heart/circulatory disease (7o)
disease [e.9., HIV/A|DS! (7o)]

0ther illnesses (%)x

(10.5)
(7,0)

(2.8)
(32.21

20: {14.0)

Neurological disease (70)

Gastrointestinal disease [e.9.,
Endocrine/metabolic

(16.1)

diabetesl(oô

(7.0)
(7,0)

2 (1.41
e (6.3)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
1 (0.7)
1 (0.7)

883 (78.0)
193 (17.0)
86 (7.6)
73 (6.4)
74 (6.5)

48

14.21

41 (3.6)
368 (32.5)
114

{10.1}

e0 (8.0)
24 (2.1)
5e (5.2)
40 (3.5)
13

I

7
I

(r.1)

ss3

(77.9)

216

(16.e)

92
7e
8e
58
45
414
134
'r00

34
61

(7.2\
(6.2)
(7.0)

(4.5)
(3.5)

(32.5)
(10.5)
(7.8)
(2.71

(4.8)

4s

{3.8)

13

(1.0)

(0.6)

I
I

(0,7)

e (0.7)

(0.7)

(0.6)
(0.6)
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37

(e) the feasible alternatives zurd appropriate treatment options,
38 including but not limited to palliative care and hospice care,
39 8. "Medical aid in dying" means the medical practice of a physician
40 prescribing medication to a qualified inclividual that the individual may
41 choose to selÊadminister to bring about death.
42 9. "Medically confïrmed" means the medical opinion of the attending
43 physician that a patient has a terminal illness or condition and has
44 made an informed clecision which has been confirmed by a consulting
45 physician who has examined the patient and the patient's rclevant
46 rnedical records.
47 10. "Medication" means medication prescribed by a physician under this
48 article.
49 11. "Mental health professional" means a physician, nufse practition50 er, physician assistant or psychologist, licensed or certified under the
5l education law acting within his or her scope of practice and who is
52 qualified, by training and experience, certification, or board certif53 ication or eligibility, to make a cleterminatiou under section twenty54 eight hrurdred ninety-nine-i of this article; provided that in the case
55 of a nurse practitioner or physician assistant, the professional shall
A.2383--A

1 not

3

have a collaborative agreement or collaborative relationship

with or

be supervised by the attending physician or consulting physician'
12. "Palliative care" means health care treatment, including interdis4 ciplinary end-oflife care, and consultation with patients and family
5 members, to prevent or relieve pain and suffering and to enhance the
6 patient's quality of life, including hospice care under article forty of
7 this chapter.
13. "Patient" means a person who is eighteen years of age or older
9 under the care of a physician.
10 14. "Physician" means an individual licensed to practicc rnedicine in
1l New York state.
12 15. "Qualified individual" means a patient with a terminal illness or
13 condition, who has capacity, has made an informed decision, and has
14 satisfìed the requirements of this article in order to obtain a
15 prescription for medication.
16. "Self-administer" means aqualified individual's affi.rmative,
conscious, and voluntary act of using medication un<ier this article.
17. "Terminal illness or condition" means an incurable and irreverstn ible illness or condition that has been medically confirmed and will,
witnin reasonable medical judgment, produce death within six months.
$ 2899-e. Request process. 1. Oral and written request. A patient
22 wishing to request medication under this article shall make an oral
23 request and subrnit a written request to the patient's attending physi-

2

3
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12 million Americans misdiagnosed each year - CBS News
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Each year in the U.S., approximately re million adults who seek outpatient
medical care are misdiagnosed, according to a new study published in the journal

recording

BMJ Quality & safety. This figure amûunts to 1 out of zo adult patients, and
researchers say in half ofthose cases, the misdiagnosis has the potential to result

lsraeli military killed 15
Palestinians during
confronlations

in severe harm.
Previous studies examining the rates of medical rnisdiagnosis have focused
primarily on patients in hospital settings, But this paper suggests a vast number of
patients are being misdiagnosed in outpatient clinics and doctors' offices.

A look at the efforts to clear
landmines from one of tho
holiest sites in lhe world for
Christians

"It's very serious," says CBS News chief rnedical correspondent Dr. Jon LaPc¡ok.
"When you have numbers like rz million Americans. it sot¡¡rds like a lot -'aud it is
lot. represents about 5 percent ofthe r:utpatient c¡ìcort ntet"$.

Rep. Marcy Kaplur discusses
the drug crisis in America

Getting 95 percent right be good on a schoc¡l history test, lre ncttes, "but it's not
good cnough for medicine, especiaìly when lives are at stake."

+

A grassroots movemsnt
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More from Morning Rounds with Dr. LaPook

For the paper, the researchers analyzed data from three priol studies related to
diagnosis and follow-up visits. one of the studies examined the rates of
misdiagnosis in primary care settings, while two of the studies looked at the rates
ofcolorectal and lung cancer screenings and subsequent diagnoses,
To estimate the annual frequency of misdiagnosis, the authors used a
mathematical formula and applied the proportion ofdiagnostic errors detected in
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errors, our previous work suggests that about c¡ne-halfofdiagnostic errors have
the potential to lead to severe harm," write the authors in their study. "While this
httos://www.cbsnews.com/news/12-million-americans-misdia0nosed'each-year-study-says/
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Terrninal I"In certarnty
.Wïth

Ðignity" law allows doctors
Washington's new "tleath
to help people commit suicide-once they've determined
that the patient has only six months to lÏve. But what if
they're wrong?
By Nina Shapiro
published: January r4, zoog

She noticed the back pain first. Driving to the grocery store,
Maryanne Clayton would have to pull over to the side of the
road in tears. Then 62, a retired computer technician, she went
to see a doctor in the Tri-Cities, where she lived. The diagnosis
was
She already had Stage IV lung cancer, the most
form there is. Her tumor had metastasized up her
The doctor gave Cla¡rton two to four months to live.
was almost four years ago.

Meryanne Clayton with hor son, Eric, in the Fred Hutch
wailing room:'Ijust kepl Boing."

Details:

Study: whyNow? Timing and
-Circumstances
of Hastened

Prodded by a son who lives in Seattle, Clayton sought treatment
from Dr. Renato Martins, a lung cancer specialist at Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Too weak to endure the
toxicity of chemotherapy, she started with radiation, which at
first made her even weaker but eventually built her strength.
Given dodgy prospects with the standard treatments, Clayton
then decided to participate in the clinical trial of a new drug
calied pemetrexate.

Deaths

*

äilelnn¡asbyçarståksrs

and other

Oregon studies

who have used
Death
with Dignitylaw
Oregon's

-

Statson people

-

Irla¡r¡anl nro[qs$)r lY¡$hglns ChrÍstqh¡.t

looking at the accuracy of
prognosis.

*

JAMAstudl¡

examining the

accuracy of prognosis.

UPDATE:

illr Fslr Like rhe Biq $Re'l

Her response was remarkable. The tumors shrunk, and
although they eventually grew back, they shrunk again when
she enrolled in a second clinical triai. (Pemetrexate-has since
been approved by the FDA for initial treatment in lung cancer
cases.) She now comes to the Hutch every three weeks to see
Martins, get CT scans, and undergo her drug regimen. The
prognosis she was given has proved to be "quite wrong."
"I just kept going and going," says Clayton. "You kind of don't
notice how long it's been." She is a plain-spoken woman with a
raspy voice, a pink face, and grayish-brown hair that fell out
during treatment but grew back newly lustrous. "I had to have
cancer to have nice hair," she deadpans, putting a hand to her
month, in a Fred
short tresses as she sits, one
wå$
Hutchinscln waiting room.
tt
with her
four months to live
to
a
trip
a cruise to
vaqâ
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Hawaii, and a tour of the Southwest that culminated in a visit to the Grand Canyon. There she rode a
balloon that hit a snag as it descended and tipped over, sending everybody crawling out.
"We almost lost her because she was having too much fun, not from cancer," Martins chuckles.

Her experience underscores the difficulty doctors have in forecasting how long patients have to live-a
difficuþ that is about to bece¡me even more pertinent as the Washington Death With Dignity Act takes
effect March 4. The law, passed by initiative last November and modeled closely on a l4-year-old law in
Oregon, makes Washington the only other state in the country to allow terminally ill patients to obtain
lethil medication. As in Oregon, the law is tightly linked to a prognosis: 'fwo doctors must say a patient
has six months or less to live before such medication can be prescribed.
The law has deeply divided doctors, with some Ìoath to help patients end their lives and others asserting
it's the most humane thing to do. But there's one thing many on both sides can agree on. Dr. Stuart
Farber, head of palliative õare at the University of Washington Medical Center, puts it this way: "Our
abilityto predict what wiil happen to you in the next six months sucks."
six months is an arbitrary figure. "Why not four months? Why not eight months?" asks
Arthur Caplan, director of the Center for Bic¡ethics at the University of Pennsylvania, adding that
medical liferature does not clefine the term "terminally ill." The federal Medicare program, however, has
determined that it will pay for hospice care for patients with a prognosis of six months or less. "That's
why we chose six months," explains George Eighmey, executive director of Compassion& Choices of
Oregon, the group that led the advocacy for the nation's first physician-assisted suicide law. He points
out that doctors are already used to making that determination.

In one sense,

To do so, doctors fill out a detailed checklist derived fxom Medicare guidelines that are intended to
ensure that patients truly are at death's door, and that the federal government won't be shelling out for
hospice caró indefinitely. The checklist covers a patient's ability to speak, walk, and smile, in addition to
teclinical criteria specific to a person's medical condition, such as distant metastases in the case of
câncer or a "CD4 count" of less than e5 cells in the case of AIDS'
No such detaiied checkiist is likely to be required for patients looking to end their lives in Washington,
however. The state Department of Health, currently drafting regulations to comply with the new law,
has released a prelimiñary version of the form that will go to doctors. Virtually identical to the one used
in Oregon, it simply asks doctors to check a box indicating they have determined that "the patient has
six months or less io live" without any additional questions about how that determination was made.
Even when applying the rigid criteria for hospice eligibility, doctors often get it wrong, according to
Nicholas Chriðtat<is, a professor of medicine and sociology at Harvard University and a pioneer in
research on this subject. As a child, his mother was diagnosed with Hodgkin's disease. "When I was six,
she was given a ro pLrcent chance of living beyond three weeks," he writes in his 2ooCI book, Death
Foretold: Prophecy and Prognosfs in Medical Care, "She lived for nineteen remarkable years...I spent
my boyhood always fearing that her lifelong chemotherapy wouid stop working, constantþ wondering
whether my mother would live or die, and both craving and detesting prognostic precision."
Sadly, Christakis'research has shown that his mother was an exception. In 2ooo, Christakis published a
study in the Brítísh Medical Journalthat followed 5oo patients admitted to hospice programs_in
Chicägo. He found that only 20 percent of the patients died approximately when their doctors had
predicted. Unfortunately, most ãied sooner. "By and large, the physicians were overþ optimistic," says
Christakis.
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In the world of hospice care, this finding is disturbing because it indicates that many patients-aren't
being referred earli enough to take full ãdvantage of services that,might ease their final months- "That's
whaihas frustrated hospiães for decades," says Wayne McCormick, medical director of Providence
Hospice of Seattle, explaining that hospice stafffrequently don't get enough time with patients to do
their best work.
Death With Dignity advocates, however, point to this finding to allay concerns that people might be
kiliing themselves ioo .oott based on an erroneous six-month prognosis. "Of course, there is the
occastnal person who outlives his or her prognosis," says Robb Miller, executive director of
Compassion & Choi"*s of Washington. Aclua[y, 17 percent of patients_did 9o in the Christakis study.
This roughly coincides with data Cotlected by the National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization,
which irizo"oZ showed that r3 percent of hoipice patients around the country outlived their six-month
prognoses.

It's not that prognostication is completely lacking in a scientific basis. There is a reason that you can
pick up a textboãt< and find a life expectancy associated with most medical conditions: Studies have
Îoüowädp opulations of people witlithese conditions. It's a statistical average. To be p,recise, it's a
median, ô*plains Martins. "ihat means 5o percent witl do worse and 5o percent will clo better."
f)octors also shade their prognoses according to their own biases and desires. Christakis' study found
that the longer a doctor Ltt** a patient, the mc¡re likely their prognosis was inaccurate, suggesting that
doctors who get attached to their patients are reluctant to talk of their imminent demise. What's more,
Christakis says, doctors see death "as a mark of failure."
Oncologists in particular tend to adopt a cheerleading attitude "right up to-the end," says Brian Wicks,
an orthäpedic surgeon and past president of the Washington State Medical Association. Rather than
talk about death, he says, their attitude is "Hey, one more round of chemo!"
But it is also true that one more round of chemo, or new drugs tike the one that helped Clayton, or
sometimes even just leaving patients alone, can help them in waYs that are impossible to predict. J.
Randall Curtis, a pulmonary disease specia list and director of an end-of-life research program at
Harborview Medical Center, recalls treating an older man with severe emphysema a couple of years ago.
didn't think I could get him offlife support, " Curtis says. The man was on a ventilator. Every day
tested whether the patient could breathe on his own, and every day the patient failed the test.
He had previously made it clear that he did not want to be kept alive by machines, according to Curtis,
ll the ug.
decision to
made the
and so the doctor and the man's
But instead of dyi¡tig as expeeted, the man slowly began to get þlter . Curtis doesn't know exactlY whY,
guesses that for that patie'nt]5eíng óff-tnc ventilator was probã5ly better than being on it. He was
more comfortable, less stressed." Curtis says the man lived for at least a year afterwards.

Curtis also once kept a patient on life support against his better judgment because her familyinsisted. "I
thought she woutdiive äays to weeks," he says õf the woman, who was suffering from septic shock and
multiple organ failure. Instea<l she improved enough to eventuallyleave the hospital and come back for
a visit some six or eight months later.

"It was humbling," he says. "It was not amazing. That's the kind of thing in medicine that happens
frequentiy."

--

when Heidi Mayer wakes up, at S a.m. as is her habit, she says "Howdy" to her
husband
- Bud-very toudly. "If he says 'Howdy' back, I know he's OK," she explains.

n"""V morning
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GINETTE LEBI,A¡IC,
demanderesse

400-17-002642-It0
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AI'FIDAVIT OF iTOHN NORTON IN OPPOSITION
ASSTSTED SUICIDE AND EUTH.A}IASIA
THE UNDERSIGNED,

being first

TO

duly sworn on oath,

STATES:

I live in Florence Massachusetts USA. When I was eighteen
years old and in my first year of college, I v/as diagnosed with
1.

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) by the University of Iowa

Medical School-. ALS is commonly referred to as Lou Gehrig's

disease. I

hras tof

d that I would get progressiveJ-y h/orse

(be

paral-yzed) and die in three to f ive years.

2.

f was a very physical- person. The diagnosis was devastating

to me. I had played football- in high school- and was extremely
active riding bicycles. I also performed heavy labor including
road construction and farm work. I prided myself for my physical

strength, especially in my hands.
3.

The ALS diagnosis \^tas conf irmed

by the

Mayo

Clinic in

Rochester Minnesota. I was eighteen or nineteen years ol-d at the
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time. By then, I had twitching in both hands,
getting weaker. At
hands. I

some

whì-ch h/ere also

point, I lost the ability to grip in

became depressed and was

my

treated for my depression. If

instead, I had been told that my depression was rational and that
I shoul-d take an easy way out with a doctor's prescription

and

support, I would have taken that opportunity.
4.

Six years after my initial- diagnosis, the disease

progressi-on stopped. Today, ñy condition is about the same. I

still

can't grip with my hands. Sometimes I need special help.

But, I have a wonderful life.

I

am

married to Susan.

Vüe

have

three children and one grandchild. I have a degree in Psychology
and one year of graduate school. I am a retired bus driver (no

gripping required) . Prior to driving bus, I worked as a parole
and probation officer.

bus.

Vrle

Vrlhen

I was much younger, I drove a school

have wonderful- friends.

I enjoy singing tenor in

amateur choruses. I help other people by working as a vol-unteer
l-ver.

5.

I wil-l be 15 years ol-d this coming

September.

If assisted

suicide or euthanasia had been available to me in the 1-950rs, I
ould have missed the bulk of my l-ife and my life yet to

come.

I

hope that Canada does not legalize these practices
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BEFONE THE I,EGXSÍ,ATT'RE OF THE
S1TAÍE O.l' NEW YORK

DECI¡ARiAÍION
SITE\IENS, þ

TN RE NEV{ YORK BTLLS

Of

KENNEIIH

It Kenneth stevens, declare the following under penalty of
perj ury.

a doccor in oregon where physician-assisted suicide is
of the
1. am a-lso a Professor Emerit.us and a former chair
Deparl*ment of Radiat.ion oncr:1ogy, Oregon Health & $cíence
university, Portland, oregon. I have published arlicles in

1-. I
legal.

am

medical journals and writ.ten chapters for books on medical
topics. This has been for both a nationat and international

audience. I work in both hospital and clinical settings '
treated thousands of patients with cancer '

I

have

2.Ïnoregon,Oulassist.edsuicidetawapp}iestclpatients
preclicted to have less than six months to live. T write to
clarify that this cioes not necessarily mean tlrat patients are
dying.

I had a Çancer patient named Jeanetle Hall '
Another doctor had given her a terminal diagnosis of six months
to a year to live, which was based on her not being t'reated for

3.

In

Àffidavit
! iri:rì ¡'¡it

1\t"i

2000,

of Kenneth Stevens, rÏr',

!ri\!1|,¡i\|

';r':v"^r

MD

¡:age

l-

Ù[ fÐ;lir¡rrr¡''l'l
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câncer. T undersLand that he had referred her to me.
4. At our first meeting' Jeånette told me plainly tï:at she did
not wanL to be treated and that
kill

herself wit.h a lethal

much

a settled deci-si.on"

vrras

going to \rdo/' our law, -i,e',

of barbiturates.

dose

It was very

I, personallY, did not and do nol believe in assisted
suícide. I also believed that her cancer I^Ias treatable and that
5.

She was not, however,

her prospects were good.
treatment.

interested in

She had made up her mind, lout she continued

to

see

me.

6.

On the thÍrd or fourth visít,

I askeci her about her family

and learned that she had a son. I asked her how he would feel if

Shortly afLer that, she agreed

she went through wÍth her plan.

to be treated and she is still
thrilled
7.

to be al-ive.

alive today.

been fifteen

It's

Indeed, she is

yeårs-

For Jeanette, the mere presence of lega1 assísted suicide

had steered her to suicide.

8.

a difference between physician*

f also write to clarify

assisted suicide and end-of-l"ife patliatj-ve Çare in whích dying
patients receive medication for the intended purpose of relieving
pain, which may inci<lentally haslen death. This is the princíple
of d"ouble effect.

This is not, physician-asslsted suicide in

which death is inlended for patíents who may or may not be dying
anytime soon.

ffif,1f*:l:*.:"1"Í:ll*::,.":*"'"'8,

rr

'

'
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9. Finally, f have been asked t,o comment on generally accepted
medical practice regarding the administration of prescription
drugs to a patient.

10. Generally accepted medical practice allows a doctorr or

a

person act,ing under the direction of a doctor, to administer

prescription drugs to a patient. Common examples of persons
acting under the direction of a doct.or, include: nurses and other
healthcare professionals who act under the direction of a doctor
to administer drugs to a patient in a hospital setting; parents
who act under the direction of a doctor to administer drugs to
their children in a home setting; and adult children who act
under the direction of a doctor to admj-nister drugs to their

parents in a home setting

.¿r.

Signed under penalt.y of perjury, this Ji:day

of January,

24L6.

/&*#ffi-,L"
Kenneth Stevens, Jr.,

ttl'Ð
MD

Sherwood, Oregon
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DECT,ARJA,TION

It

JE,ANETTFj

1.
r^¡as

2.

OF .'Eå}TETTE HAI,Í.

H/\LL, declare as follows;

T live in Oregon where assisted suicide is 1"egal. Our law
enacted i-n 1997 via a ballot measure that I voted f or.

In 20A0, L

h¡ås

diagnosed with cancer and t.old that I had

months to a year to live.

I

knew

that our law had passed, but I

didn't know exactly how to go about
doctor, Kenneth Stevens MD, but
hinclsight, he h/as stalling
3

"

he

6

d.oing

it. f tried to ask my

clidn't really

ansl^¡er

me. In

me.

I did not want to suffer.

I wanted to do our law anci I

wanted Dr. Stevens to he1-p me. Instead, he encouraged me to not

give up and ultimately I decided to fight the câncer. I had both
chemotherapy and radiation.

4.

T am so happy to be alive!

It has now been 18 yeårs since my diagnosis. If Dr.

Stevens

had bel.j-eved ín assisted suicide, I would be dead. å\ssisted

suicide should not be legal
I cleclare under penalty of pe.rjury under the

-Laws

of the state of

Oregon that the ahove is true anci correct tr: the best of my

i

knowledge,

Dated this ll S¿"v of May, 2018.

nette Hall
\\fjc¡:vcr:\<içx\¡\fì$ 201.6 i\New york 2\;lc¿tnûlLe IIí¡lL Decl afaLjon.wFrd
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Hxccutive sumrnary
The Oregon Death with Dignity Act (DWDA) allows terminally ill Oregonrans
who meet specific qualifications to end their lives through the voluntary selÊ
administration of a lethal dose of medications, expressly prescribed by a physician
for that purpose. The Act requires the Oregon Health Authority, Public Health
Division, to collect information about the patients and physicians who participate
in the Act and to publish an annual statistical report. In2017,218 people received
prescriptions under the DWDA. As ofJanuary 19, 2018, 143 people had died in
2017 from ingesting the prescribed medications, including 14 who had received the
prescriptions in prior years. Characteristics of DWDA patients were similar to those
0Aþ and had cancer
m prevlous years: most
65
or
were
(76.9Vù. During 2017, no referrals were made to the Oregon Medical Board for failure
to comply with DWDA requirements.

t*

aoU
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Y

A.

0regon lleath with Dignity Act I Ëxecutive surTìmary

.t

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants of the Death with DignÍty Act who have died

20161
2017,/ .' \
Number/ Yo Irlumber
Sex3
Male

Female
Age (years)3
18-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Range (min-max)
Race and Ethnicity3
White
Other
Unknown
Marital Status3
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Domestic partner (state-registered)
Never married/single
Unknown
Education3
Less than high school
High schoolgraduate
Some college
Baccalaureate or higher
Unknown
Residencea,s
West of the Cascades
East of the Cascades
Underlying illness6
Cancer
Neuro-degenerative disease (including
ALS?)
Respiratory disease (including COPDs)
Heart disease
Other illnesses
lnsurance Statuse
Private only
Medicare or Medicaid only
Combination of private &
Medicare/Medicaid
None
Unknown
Other (includinq VA and other insurance)

tt/

20152
%

Number
113
97

%
54
46

94
102

48
52

6
13

3

6

3

5

2

7

12

5

12

6

59
68

22
24
28

65
42
47

31

63

40
43
33-98

0

20
22

96

205

98

4

5

2

0

0

0

0

47
20
26

103

44
20
27

99
45
54

47

0
8
0

2
17
7

0
6

1

0
12
0

I

4
22

5
<1

15

19

2 32

94

0

39

17

10

91

50
50

42
33-98

185

40
50

120

.46- -\ 54

31

1

121

I

47
65

20-97

1

7

21

26

0

o

5

11

38

19

43
104

22
53

65
85
77

4
27
35
32

46
55
99

26
47

2

1

3

1

2

1

177

90

224

93

199

95

19

10

17

7

11

5

135

72

185

77

148

72

15

I

18

7

17

I

I

18

9

6

11

2

11

5
5

16
15

o

6

3

19
14
5

40

22
54

45

19

100

109

46

28
102

50

31

17

40

17

20

10

1

<1

1

<1

3

1

5

3

16

6

5

27

11

29
20

14
10

I
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TWEET

SHARE

(

htt ps ://www. f ace boo k. co m/s h a re r/s h a re r. p h p ?

(

https ://twitter. co m/h ome?

u=https://www.forthepeople.com/blog/elder- status=https://www.forthepeople.com/blog/elder-

abuse-in-new-york-most-common-financial- abuse-in-new-york-most-common-financialscams/)

scams/)

Recently, a former home health aide was sentenced to prison after stealing several hundred

thousand dollars from an elderly couple on the Upper East Side. The former aide Stephany
Hernandez forged checks and made large withdrawals from the elderly woman's account. The
abuse was discovered and reported by the elderly woman's son.

This high-profile case_(http://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-health-aide-sentenced-to-Ujson-for) is just one visible example of a problem that

stealin
goes chronically underreported in this

c

nly one in 44 incidents of financial abuse of the

ccordine to the New York State Cost of Financial

lderly is reported in
Exoloitation Studv

(http://ocfsny-gov/main/reports/Cost%20of%

pIoitat¡onøZOStud

The elderly are disproportionately the target of financial abuse schemes because of their

cognitive decline and relatively high net worth.
lf you have ridden the subway or bus lately, you've likely seen New York City's efforts to end

elder abuse (http://newyork.cbslocal.com/201 6/04l22lelder-abuse-ad-campilgú through
greater public awareness of the crime. lncreasing the public's understanding of what
constitutes elder abuse

-

whether it is financial, physical, or emotional

-

is the only way that

concerned family members, friends, and neighbors can protect our city's senior citizens.

Today, let's look atthe common forms of the financial side of elder abuse and how people can

stop them.

A- 45
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Forgery of Documents
Forgery is generally perpetrated by family members, friends, caregivers, and aides. These

people have access to the senior's personal and financial information, and can use this

information to forge checks and make large withdrawals, like in the Hernandez incident,
These abusers will drain an elderly person's bank account, leaving them vulnerable to losing

both their home and ability to pay for healthcare.

Coercion or Deception to Sign Documents
Some familv members and caretakers will intimidate (http://elder.findlaw.comleher:

abuse/types-of-elder-abuse

) an elderly person into signing or changing documents

for

their own financial gain. Sometimes, an abuser may threaten to put the senior in a nursing
home, abandon the senior, or hurt them if they don't comply with request.
This type of financial abuse can also involve the trusted person preying upon an elderwith

dementia, using their confused state to deceive them into giving an expensive "gift" or change

their wills and trusts.

Abuse of the Power of Attorney Position
Power of attorney, or the authority to act on behalf of another person in all legal or financial

matters, can be signed over to a trusted family member or caretaker if an elderly person is no
longer able to manage their own affairs. However, some unscrupulous family members may
use this financial privilege to drain a senior's bank account and seize their property.

Power of attorney abuse can be devastating, as the abuser will often justify their meddling in
an elder's affairs by stating they were trusted enough to be given power of attorney in the first
place,

Scams by Strangers
https://www.forthepeople.com/blog/elder-abuse-in-new-york-most-common-financial-scams/
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Scams by strangers often take advantage of an elderly person's unfamiliarity with the internet.

These most often include phishing emails from fake banking or investment institutions,

ransomware, and pop-ups that trick a senior into downloading viruses,

Other scammers take advantage of a sen¡or's manners in order to create a trustlng relationship

that leads to fraud. People who grew up in the i930s, 1940s, and 1950s were raised to be
pllrei¡d_ûusting_(https://www,lþi-gov/scams-and-safety/common-fraud-schemes/seniors),
according to the Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Therefore, they're less likely to hang up the

phone or question a potential con artist's credibility.
Some scams by strangers falsely solicit the elder into giving money for a good cause, like

a

charity or fundraiser. Others trick the elder into believing they have won a sweepstakes and
ask the elder for a nominal amount of cash to cover the "tax." Some "grandpare.nllçAms

(http://www.cbsnews. Brand@!-scafn-CX
need-to-know/)" even create the pretense that the elder's grandchild is in jail and needs money

to return home safely.

Scams by Professionals
ln the case of scams by professionals, perpetrators maytake advantage of an elderly person's

dementia or confusion to make a big "sale" or commission. This often takes the form of

predAlarylendine-(hüp/www-n¿p5iUloI4¡oIelMV-advocac-V/explo¡tat¡on/),

annuity sales,

and pyramid schemes, according to the National Adult Protective Services Association.

While not always illegal, these actions are inappropriate and prey upon an elderly person's nest
egg and put them at risk in the future.

How to Help Prevent Financial Elder Abuse
Family members who are concerned about financial elder abuse need to be on the lookout for

certain warning signs. The top :jgns
(

htt@p

o

rts. otg / cr o / m agazine / 201

3/

01 / p

rotec$f S -mom-dad-s-

money/index.htm) are unpaid bills, excessive gifts, unexplained withdrawals, unfamiliar
https://www.forthepeople.com/blogielder-abuse-in-new-york-most-common-financial-scams/
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signatures, and unexpected changes ¡n beneficiaries, according to Consumer Reports. As

seniors often will not or cannot report instances of abuse against them, they rely on caring
advocates to be their voice.

Concerned caretakers should have a conversat¡on with their elderly loved one's financial

advisor (http://wwwnv-gov/tips-preventing-elder-financial-explojlaltQn) to ensure measures
are being taken to monitor for unusual, large withdrawals and suspicious investment style
changes, according to the New York State Department of Financial Services.

Furthermore, accompany your elderly family member to their meetings with financial advisors

to ensure the advisor does not recommend inappropriate financial products.
Lastly, it's important to check up on your elderly loved one regularly. Abusers rely on an elderly

person's isolation to perpetrate their crimes, so checking up on a senior is often the best way

to protect them and show that you care.
Have you or someone you love been harmed or exploited as a result of elder abuse (/blog/new-

nursing-home-regulations-2016/)? We can help. Read more (/nursing-home-abuse-attorneys/)

to learn how our elder abuse attorneys can help recover compensation for elders who have
been abused by a nursing home, caregiver, or family member. lf you are ready to pursue

a

claim, fill out our free, no-risk case evaluation (/free-case-evaluation/) form today.
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Scholars, practitioners, an<l policymakers are all
grappling with often complex legal, financial,

medical, ancl familial issues surrounding
elder financial abuse. As a result, information
about, and documentation of, the problem and
practices to prevent and alleviate such abuse are
scattered across multiple disciplines and sources.
The resulting absence of a comprehensive
knowledge base impedes the developrnent of
preventive practices, interventions, and policies
that strive to eliminate elder financial abuse and

ffi
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quality of

au

of older adults.

fhe Tip *f the *ceheng;
Why Victlrns ¡)# Nmt Reparrt
A significant reason for the
of the occurrence of elder

is the

ort elder financial
abuse for a variety of reasons. Among the
multitude of reasons uncovered, the victims:
ì' Do not want government interference

in their personal lives

i

Financial and other professionals who deal with
elders generally feel a responsibility to help
protect their elderly clients from harm or abuse
of any kind. However, they often fail to get
involved when they suspect elder financial abuse
because they:
Ïl Do not know

Do not want their adult child or other
family member going to jail or facing public
embarrassment

in some

Do not realize that they have been financially

relationships (confidentiality vs. mandatory
reporting)
Þ

abused
i¡ Believe financial abuse is a consequence

of

l, Are not able to determine the actual mental

capacity of their older clients, a determination

will be placed in a nursing home
or other facility

that affects decisions made by them and on
their behalf

i

Want to avoid adverse publicity to themselves
and their organizations

**

Do not understand business ethics and practices
in relation to elder financial abuse

resolution will come too late to be
ofany good

Ài

Do not want to incriminate a fellow
professional

Believe they will lose even more money to costs
of pursuing the financial abuse

þ Want

Do not think anyone will really help them,
if they expose the abuse

Worry that the perpetrator might harm them
more
$,

!*

Are not clear who their client is (older adult
or their family members)

'Toing business" or taking risks
h Fear that they

i

states

s Do not want to compromise professional

þ Feel responsible for what has happened
$'

if they are mandated reporters

lile

to avoid involvement in a criminal
investigation and potential lawsuit

* L,çL Sl" I

BROKEN TRUST: ELDERS, FAMILY,,AN

INANCES
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RCW 70.245.010

Definitions.
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires
otherwise.
(1) "Adult" means an individual who is eighteen years of age or older.
(2) "Attending physician" means the physician who has primary responsibility for the care of the
patient and treatment of the patient's terminal disease.
(3) "Competent" means that, in the opinion of a court or in the opinion of the patient's attending
physician or consulting physician, psychiatrist, or psychologist, a patient has the ability to make and
communicate an informed decision to health care providers, including communication through persons
familiar with the patient's manner of communicating if those persons are available.
(4) "Consulting physician" means a physician who is qualified by specialty or experience to make a
professional diagnosis and prognosis regarding the patient's disease.
(5) "Counseling" means one or more consultations as necessary between a state licensed
psychiatrist or psychologist and a patient for the purpose of determining that the patient is competent
and not suffering from a psychiatric or psychological disorder or depression causing impaired judgment.
(6) "Health care provider" means a person licensed, certified, or otherwise authorized or permitted by
law to administer health care or dispense medication in the ordinary course of business or practice of a
profession, and includes a health care facility.
(7) "lnformed decision" means a decision by a qualified patient, to request and obtain a prescription
for medication that the qualified patient may self-administer to end his or her life in a humane and
dignified manner, that is based on an appreciation of the relevant facts and after being fully informed by
the attending physician of:
(a) His or her medical diagnosis;
(b) His or her prognosis;
(c)The potential risks associated with taking the medication to be prescribed;
(d) The probable result of taking the medication to be prescribed; and
(e) The feasible alternatives including, but not limited to, comfort care, hospice care, and pain control
(8) "Medically confirmed" means the medical opinion of the attending physician has been confirmed
by a consulting physician who has examined the patient and the patient's relevant medical records.
(9) "Patient" means a person who is under the care of a physician.
(10) "Physician" means a doctor of medicine or osteopathy licensed to practice medicine in the state
of Washington.
(11) "Qualified patient" means a competent adult who is a resident of Washington state and has
satisfied the requirements of this chapter in order to obtain a prescription for medication that the qualified
patient may self-administer to end his or her life in a humane and dignified manner.
2) "Self-administer" means a qualified patient's act of ingesting medication to end his or her life in a
ane and dignified manner.
(13)"Terminaldisease" means an incurable and irreversible disease that has been medically
rmed and will, within reasonable medicaljudgment, produce death within six months.

[2009c 1$ 1 (lnitiative Measure No. 1000, approved November4,2008).]
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Table 1. Characteristics of the participants of the Death with Dignity Act who have died

2017

Number

20152

20161

%

Number

o/o

Number

%

Sex3

Male
Female
Age (years)3
18-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Range (min-max)
Race and Ethnicity3
White
Other
Unknown
Marital Status3
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Domestic partner (state-registered)
Never married/single
Unknown
Education3
Less than high school
High school graduate
Some college
Baccalaureate or higher
Unknown
Residencea'5
West of the Cascades
East of the Cascades
Underlying illness6
Cancer
l!euro-degenerative d tsease

AISi)
y/ Respiratory disease

'\eart

(i ncl

disease
Other illnesses
lnsurance Statuse
Private only
Medicare or Medicaid only
Combination of private &
Medicare/Medicaid
None
Unknown
Other (includinq VA and other insurance)

50
50

113
97

54
46

6
12

3

5
12

54
59

22
24
28

2
6
19

94
102

48

121

52

120

6
13

3
7
16

31

63

40
43
33-98

32
20
22

68
42
33-98
232

5

17

39
65
42
47

31

20
22

20-97
98

10

5

I

1

<1

0

0

2 05
5
0

47
20
26

103

44
20
27

99
45
54

47

0
15

0

1

0

0

7

12

6

0

0

2
17
7

1

0

0

9

5

11

4

B

38
43
104

19
22
53

65
85
77

27
35
32

46
55
99

4
22

2

1

3

1

2

1

177

90

224

93

199

95

19

10

17

7

11

5

135

72

185

77

148

72

18

7

17

I

18

6

11

2

11

5
5

185

91

40
50

15
16
15
6

94

I

I
I
8
3

47
65

19
14
5

96
4

2

0

21

26

26
47

I
I

40

22

45

19

100

54

109

46

28
102

50

31

17

40

17

20

10

I

<1

1

<1

3

1

5

3
5

16

6

27

11

29
20

14
10

I
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Notes

2.

Data derived from the death certificate (sex, age, racelethnicity, marital status, and education) have been
updated for 2016. Data have been updated for 2 of the 2016 participants with information received since
the 2016 report was published. At time of publication, death certificate data are available for 241 of the
2016 participants.
Data published in 2016 report:

http://www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReporls/VitalStatisticsData/DeathwithDienityData.aspx

7

Data are collected from the death certificate. At tirre of publication, data are available for all 196
participants in 2017 who died.
Data are collected frorn multiple docurnents (After Death Reporting Form, Attending Physician
Compliance Form, and Death Certifìcate). At time of publication, residence data are available for all 196
participants in2017 who died.
Counties west of the Cascades include: Clallarn, Clark, Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Island, Jefferson, King,
Kitsap, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, Pierce, San Juan, Skagit, Skamauia, Snohomish, Thurston, Wahkiakum, and
Whatcom. Counties east of the Cascades include: Adams, Asotin, Benton, Chelan, Columbia, Douglas,
Ferry, Franklin, Garfield, Grant, Kittitas, Klickitat, Lincoln, Okanogan, Pend Oreille, Spokane, Stevens,
Walla Vy'alla, Whitman, and Yakima.
Data arc collected from multiple documents (After Death Reporting Form and Attending Physician
Compliance Form). At time of publication, data are available for 187 of the 196 participants in 2017 who
died.
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS).

8

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary

9

After Death Reporting fonn.
afa ate
186 of the 196 participants in 2017 who died.
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4.

5

6

At the time of publication, data are available for
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Characteristics

2017

1998-2016

Total

(N=143)

(N=1,t32)

(N-'1,2?5)

DWDA process

5

Refened for psychiatric evaluation (%)
Patient informed family of decision (%)3

(3,5)

139

(97.e)

12e

(e0.2)

57
e82

(5.1)

(93.1)

62

(4.e)

1,121 (93.7)

Patient died at
Home (patient, family or friend) (%)
Long term care, assisted living or foster care
facility (%)

Other (%)
Unknown

0

Lethal medication
Pentobarbital (%)

'u^!
$,r"1
w

Phenobarbital (%)

,/

Secobarbital(%)

71

0
6
66

Morphine sulfate (%)

68

(5,4)

(o.o)

4

(0.4)

4

(0.3)

(0.7)

15

(1.3)

16

(1.3)

Losing autonomy (%)
Less able to engage in activities making life enjoyable (7d

Loss of dignity (%)5
Losing control of bodily functions (%)
Burden on family, friends/caregivers (%)
lnadequate pain control or concern about it

(0/o)

6

6

(0.0)

676
386

(4.2\

57

(49.7\

(46.2)

(N=143)

End of life concerns4

(93,1)

(4.e)

0 (0.0)

0ther (%)

1,181

55

1s (s.1)

0
1

Hospital (70)

1,052 (93.4)

125
126

(87.4\

e6
53
7s
30

(67.1)

(88.1)

(59.7)
(34.1)
(5.0)

6 (0.5)
7 (0.6)

747
386

(58.6)

63
72

(4.e)

(30.3)

(5.6)

7 (0.5)

(N=1,132)

(N=1,275)

1,029 (91.4)
1,011 (89.7)

1,154 (90.9)

(37.1)

769
526

(55.2)

475 (42.2)

(21,0)

297

(5.6)

3e

(76.9)
(46.8)

(26.4)

Financial implications of treatment (%)

I

Health-care prov¡der present
(collected since 2001)

(N=f43) (N=1,062)

(3.5)

1,137 (89.5)

865
57e
554
327

47

(75.7)
(45.7)
(43.7)
(25.8)
(3.7)

(N=1'205)

When medication was ingested6

Prescribing physician

24

163

187

Other provider, prescribing physician not present

24

270

294

No provider

6

91

97

Unknown

89

538

627

At time of death
Prescribing physician (%)
Other provider, prescribing physician not present (%)

101

No provider (%)

(70.6)

Complications6

14e
2e5
5e5

(14.6)

(28.41

172
314

(57.3)

6e6

(58.e)

(14.3)

fl=1a3)

(26.6)

23

23

0

Unknown

10

23 (16.1)
1e (13.3)

(N=1,121)

(N=1,264)

Difficulty ingesting/regurgitated

1

24

25

Seizures

2

0

2

0ther

1

6

7

None

38

554

592

Unknawn

101

537

638

Patient

lCIregon Death with

Act
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Tabte 3. Death with Dignity Act process for the participants who have died

2017

Number
Family and Psychiatric/Psychological
involvement
Referred for psychiatric/psychological
Patient informed family of decision3
Medication4
Secobarbital
Pentobarbital
binatio
Secobarbital/Pentobarbital
Phenobarbital
Phenobarbital/Chloral Hydrate C
Chloral Hydrate
Morphine sulfate
Other

20151
of
to

Number

%

2

11

5

8

4

174

94

224

95

174

93

66

34

77

32

109

0

0

2

1

4

51
2
0

4

evaluation2

%

20'16
Numbe
r

0

0

2

<1

0
10

106

44

88

41

0

1

<1

66

53

22

4

2

0

1

<1

0

0

94

51

52

11

10

99
18

49

21
71
0

38

125
25
88

37

81

40

0

2

1

4

2

5

Timing
Duration of patient-physician relation
<25 weeks
25 weeks - 51 weeks
1 year or more
Unknown
Range (min - max)

<1

wk-

<1

wk-

yrs

31 yrs

38 yrs

<1wk-2

I

Duration between first oral request and
death6

<25 weeks
25 weeks or more
Unknown
Range (min - max)

167
18
0

90

209

88

10
0

28

12
0

0

164
33

81

5

2

2wks-

2wks-

0wks-

81 wks

112 wks

95 wks

16

Notes:

L
2.

4.

5.
6,

Data published in 2016 repoft:

http://www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReports/VitalStatisticsData/DeathwithDignitvData.aspx.
Data are collected from the Attending Physician's Compliance forrn. At the tirne of publication, data are
available for 186 of the 196 participants in2017 who died.
Data are collected from the Written Request for Medication to End Life. At the time of publication, data are
available for 185 of the 196 participants in20l7 who died.
DaIa are collected frorn the Pharmacy Dispensing Record Form. At the time of publication, data are
available for all 1 96 participants in 2017 who received medication and died. Changes in medications from
year to year reflect changes, updates, and developments of new medication combinations over time.
Data are collected from the After Death Reporting form. At the time of publication, data are available for
186 of the 196 participants in 2017 who died.
Data are collected from the After Death Reporting fonn and Attending physician Compliance Form. At the
tirne of publication, dataare available for 185 of the 196 participants in 2017 who died.
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70.245.040. Attending physician responsibilities, W,4 ST 70.245.04.0

(g) Counsel the patient about the importance of having another person present when the patient takes the medication
prescribed under this chapter and of not taking the medication in a public place;

(h) Inform the patient that he or she has an opportunity to rescind the request at any time and in any manner, and offer'
the patient an opportunity to rescind at tl,e end of the fifteen-day waiting period under RCV/ 70.245.090;

(i) Verify, immediately before writing the prescription for medication under this chapter, that the patient is making an
informed decision;

(j) Fulfill the medical record documentation requirements of RCW 70.245,120;

(k) Ensure that all appropriate steps are carried out in accordance with this chapter before writing a prescription for
medication to enable a qualified patient to end his or her life in a humaue and dignified manner; and

(lxi) Dispense medications directly, including ancillary medications intended to facilitate the desired effect to minimize
the patient's discomfort, if the attending physician is authorized under statute and rule to dispense and has a current
drug enforcement administration certificate; or

(iD With the patient's written consent:

(A) Contact a pharmacist and inform the pharmacist of the prescription; and

(B) Deliver the written prescription personally, by mail or facsimile to the pharmacist, who will dispense the medications
directly to either the patient, the attending physician, or an expressly identifìed agent of the patient. Medications
dispensed pursuant to this subsection shall not be dispensed by mail or other form of courier.

(2) The attending physician may sign the patient's death certificate which shall list the underlying terminal disease
cause of death.
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7û.245.1S0. Authority of chapter-References to practices under.'., WA ST 70.245"t80

West's Revised Code of Washi¡glqn:\unq[gtgl
Title 7o. Public Health and Safety (Refs & Annosl
Chapter -o.z¿5. The Washington Death with DignityAct (Refs &Annosl
West's RCWA 7o.z4g.t8o

7o.z4g.rïo. Authority of chapter--References to practices under this chapter--Applicable standard of care
Effective: March 5, 2oog
Currentness

(1) Nothing in this

a physician or any other person to end a patient's life by lethal injection, mercy
constitute suicide,
taken in accordance with this chapter do not, for any

a

killing, or active

X

assisted suicide, mercy

or assisted

AS

" Consistent

(

l)

to practtce

not

the law. State reports

or

I

l),

and (.12\, 7 0.245.020(1), 70.245,040( I Xk),

0, 70. 245' I 90( I Xa) and (d),
and70.245.200(2\, state reports shall refer to practice under this chapter as obtaining and self-administering life-ending
medication.
7

0.245.060, 7 0.245.07 0.

7

0.245 . 120(

and (2'), 7 0.245.1 60(l) and (2), 7 0.245,

17

(2) Nothing contained in this chapter shall be interpreted to lower the applicable standard of care for the attending
physician, consulting physician, psychiatrist or psychologist, or other health care provider participating under this
chapter.
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lnstructions for Medical Examiners, Coroners, and Prosecuting Attorneys:
Compliance with the Death with Dignity Act
Washington's Death with Dignity Act (RCW 70.245) states that "...the patient's death
certificate...shall list the underlying terminal disease as the cause of death." The act
also states that, "Actions taken in accordance with this chapter do not, for any purpose,
ercy killing, or homiÇide, under the law."
constitute suicide, ass
lf you know the deced
strict requirements of

/

Y

ath with Dignity Act, you must comply with the
mpleting the death record

1.

The underlying terminal disease must

2.

The manner of death must be marked

3

T

cause of death section may not co
WAS
D eath
a
b

Pñt$õiffii5ted

d

Death with Dignity
r-1000
Mercy killing
Euthanasia
5e cobarbital or Seconal
Pentobarbital or Nembutal

h
¡.

wsw

cause of death

.fr

"Natural."

b

guage that indicates that the

W

'i^¡;

Suicide
Assisted suicide

c
e
f.
g

as

suicide

t

t(

^l,ru*

'1r -,r/

The Washington State Registrar will reject any death certificate that does not properly
adhere to thé requirementé of the Deaih with Dignity Act.1 lf a death certificate contains
any reference to actions that might indicate use of the act, the Local Registrar and
Funeral Director will be instructed, under RCW 70.58.030, to obtain a correction from
the medical certifier before a permit to proceed with disposition will be issued.

vt)

Call the Department of Health's Center for Health Statistics (360-236-4307) for
guidance on how to proceed if you have any questions regarding compliance with cause
of death reporting under the Death with Dignity Act.

t Und"r state law, the State Registrar of Vital Statistics "shall prepare and issue such detailed instruction
as may be required to secure the uniform observance of its provisions and the maintenance of a perfect
system of registration. ... The State Registrar shall carefully examine the certificates received monthly
from the local registrars, county auditors, and clerks of the court and, if any are incomplete or
unsatisfactory, the State Registrar shall require such further information to be furnished as may be
necessary to make the record complete and satisfactory." RCW 43.70.160.
Revised AprilB, 2009
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Frequently Asked Questions

There is no state "program" for participation in the Act. People do not "make application" to the State of Oregon or the
Oregon Health Authority. lt is up to qualified patients and licensed physicians to implement the Act on an individual
basis. The Act requires the Oregon Health Authority to collect information about patients who participate each year and
to issue an annual report.
Q: Are there any other states that have similar legislation?
A: Yes. The Death with Dignity National Center, which advocates for the passage of death with dignity laws, tracks the
status of these laws around the country (see: https:l/www.deathwithdignitv.orq/take-action).

Q: Who can participate in the Act?
A: The law states that, in order to part¡cipate, a patient must be: 1 ) 18 years of age or older, 2) a resident of Oregon, 3)
capable of making and communicating health care decisions for him/herself, and 4) diagnosed with a terminal illness
that will lead to death within six (6) months. lt is up to the attending physician to determine whether these criteria have
been met.

Q: Gan someone who doesn't live in Oregon participate in the Act?
A: No. Only patients who establish that they are residents of Oregon can participate if they meet certain criteria.

Q: How does a patient demonstrate residency?
A: A patient must provide adequate documentation to the attending physician to verify that s/he is a current resident of
Oregon. Factors demonstrating residency include, but are not limited to: an Oregon Driver License, a lease agreement
or property ownership document showing that the patient rents or owns property in Oregon, an Oregon voter
registration, a recent Oregon tax return, etc. lt is up to the attending physician to determine whether or not the patient
has adequately established residency.

Q: How long does someone have to be a resident of Oregon to participate in the Act?
A: There is no minimum residency requirement. A patient must be able to establish that s/he is currently a resident of
Oregon.

Q: Gan a non-resident move to Oregon in orderto participate in the Act?
A: There is nothing in the law that prevents someone from doing this. However, the patient must be able to prove to the
attending doctor that s/he is currently a resident of Oregon.

Q: Are participating patients reported to the State of Oregon by name?
A: The State does collect the names of patienis in order to cross-check death certificates. However, the law guarantees

the
this

Q: Who can give a patient a prescription under the Act?
A: Patients who meet certain criteria can request a prescription for lethal medicat¡on from a licensed Oregon physician.
The physician must be a Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) or Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (D.O.) licensed to practlce
medicine by the Board of Medical Examiners for the State of Oregon. The physician must also be willing to participate in
the Act. Physicians are not required to provide prescriptions to patients and participation is voluntary. Additionally, some
health care systems (for example, a Catholic hospital or the Veterans Administration) have prohibitions against
practicing the Act that physicians must abide by as terms of their employment.
Q: lf a patient's doctor does not participate in the Act, how can s/he get a prescription?
A: The patient must find another M.D. or D.O. licensed to practice medicine in Oregon who is willing to participate. The
Oregon Health Authority does not recommend doctors, nor can we provide the names of participating physicians or
patients due to the need to protect confidentiality.

Q: lf a patient's primary care doctor is located in another state, can that doctor write a prescription for the

patient?
A: No. Only M.D.s or D.O.s licensed to pract¡ce medicine by the Board of Medical Examiners for the State of Oregon can
write a valid prescription for lelhal medication under the Act.
Q: How does a patient get a prescription from a participating physician?
A: The patient must meet certain criteria to be able to request to partic¡pate in the Act. Then, the following steps must
be fulfilled:
1

.

The patient must make two oral requests to the attending physician, separated by at least 15 days;

2. The patient must provide a written request to the attending physician, signed in the presence of two witnesses,
at least one of whom is not related to the patient;
3. The attending physician and a consulting physician must confirm the patieni's diagnosis and prognosis;
4. The attending physician and a consulting physician must determine whether the patient is capable of making
and communicating health care decisions for him/herself;

5. lf either physician believes the patient's judgment is impaired by a psychiatric or psychological disorder (such
as depression), the patient must be referred for a psychological examÍnation;
6. The attending physician must inform the patient of feasible alternatives to the Act including comfort care,
hospice care, and pain control;
7. The attending physician must request, but may not require, the patient to notify their nextof-kin of the
prescription request. A patient can rescind a request at any time and in any manner. The attending physician
htto://oublic.health.oreoon.oov/ProviderPartnerResorrrces/FvahrationRe.search/DeafhwithDionitvAet/Paces/fans asnx
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RE: Death with Dignity Act
2 messages

Parkman Alicia A <alicia.a.parkman@state.or.us>
To: Margaret Dore < m argaretdore@m argaretdore' com >
Cc : B URKOVS KAIA Tamara V <tamara'v' burkor,e kaia@state'

Wed, Jan 4,2012 at 7:57 AM
or.

us>

Thank you for your email regarding Oregon's Death with Dignity Act. For all of your questions, the answer
is no. Since our office is charged with maintaining absolute confidentiality, our policy is to never release
identifying information. We can neither confirm nor deny participation of any individual patient or
physician. We have been contacted by law enforcem ent and legal represe ntatives in the past, but have
To ensure confide ntial ity, our office does not maintain
not provided identfyi ínformation of an
mentation on participants
source

Please let me know if you have further questions.

Thank you,

Alicia

Alicia Parkman
Mortal ity Research Ana lyst
Center for Health Statistics
Oregon Health Authority
Ph:971-673-L150
Fax:97I-673-1201

rgaret Dore Imailto : marga retdore@ marga retdore.com]
: Monday, January 02, 20t2 5:48 PM
Ma

icia.a. pa rkma n@state.or. us

with Dignity Act
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LawOffices of Margaret K. Dore, P.S. Mail - RE: Death with DignityAct

1t20t2014

Thank you for answering my prior quest¡ons about Oregon's death with dignity act
I har,e these follow up questions
of completed reporting forms, ê.g., a doctor's completed "Oregon
Death with Dignity Act Attending Physician Follow-up Form," in response to a civil subpoena?

1. Would your office release copies

2. Would your office release copies

of completed reporting forms in answer to a request by law

enforcement?

3. Would your office confirm to law enforcement

whether a person had in fact died under Oregon's Death

with Dignity Act?
Margaret Dore
Law Offices of Margaret K. Dore, P.S.
www.margaretdore.com
1001 4th A\enue, 44th Floor
Seattle, WA 98154
206 389 1754

Ma

rga re t Dore

<

margaretdore@m argaretdore. com>

Tue, Sep 11, 2012 at 4:49 AM

Draft To: Parkman Alicia A <alicia.a.parkman@state.or.us>
lQuoted text h¡ddenl
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La¡¡ Offices of Margaret K. Dore, P.S. Mail - Re: Record Retention Policy
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lüargaret Ðor8 {rrnarsâretdore@margarctdofê.Gqm}

Re: Record Retention Policy
1 messoge

DWDA I NFO <dwda. info@state. or. us >
To: M argaret Dore <margaretdore@margaretdore' com>

Mon, Jun 27,2011 at4:18PM

Hello Ms. Dore,

Thank you for your email regarding Oregon's Death with Dignity Act (DWDA). To answer your
guestion, no, we wou ld not have that information on file. Because the DWDA forms and data are
not publ¡c records, they do not fall under the retentíon schedule. We (the Public Health Ðívision)
compile the data we need for our reports and then destroy all source documentation after one
year,

More information can be found in our "Frequently Asked Questions" document, available on our
website (http:l/public.health.oregon.gov/ProviderPartnerResources/ËvaluationResearch/
Deathwith D g n ityActlÐocu ments/faqs. pdf).
i

The FAQ does contain a question specific to how data are collected, used and maintained by the
agency:
Q: Are parlícípating patients reported to the Sfafe of CIregon by name?

A: The Sfafe does collect the names of patients in order fo cross-check death certifrcates.
Hawever, the taw guarantees the confidentíali$ of all partícípating patients (as well as physicians)
and the Department of Human Serylces does not release this informatíon to the public or medía.
The identity of participating physicians rs coded, but the identity.gf lllividual pgtíentç þ not
records2greLißAnnÊr. Approximately one year fra-m the publication of the Annual Reporf, aíl

ffie

documentation is destroYed.
rther questions.

Thank you,
Alicia
Aticia Parkman
Mortality Research Analyst
Center for Health Statistics
Oregon Health Authority
971-673-1150
alicia.a.parkman@state.or. us
>>> "Margaret Dore" <margaretdore@mar:garetdore.com> 612512011 fi:A4 AM >>>
Hi. I am an attorney in Washington State.
would líke to know what is Oregon's document retention policy
regarding DWDA
I

reporting.
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DECTARATION OF TESTIMONY
I, Isaac Jackson, declare under penalty of perjury the following:

t.

I am a lawyer licensed to practice law in the State of Oregon, USA. I am in private
practice with my own law firm specializing injury claims, including wrongful death cases. I
previousiy served as a Law Clerk to Judge Charles Carlson of the Lane County Circuit Court.
I was also an associate lawyer with a firm that specializes in insurance defense and civil
litigation.

2.

write to inform the court regarding a lack of transparency under Oregon's assisted
suicide act. Even law enforcement is denied access to information collected by the State of
gregon. Moreover, according to the current Oregon State website, this lack of access is
official Oregon State Policy.
I

3.

In 2010, I was retained by a client whose father had apparently died under 0regon's
law. The client wanted to know whether that was true. I therefore made inquiry on his
behalf. However and unlike other deaths I have investigated, it was difficult to get
information.

4.

I wrote Dr. Hedberg, the State epidemiologist. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1is a true
and correct copy of a letier I received back from the Office of the AttornilGñìal of
gregon dated November 3,2At0. The letter descibes that the Oregon Health Authority is
only allowed to release annual statistical information about assisted suicide deaths. The
letter states:
QRS [Oregon Revised Statutes] t27.865 prevents OHA [Oregon Health
Authority] from releasing any information to you or your client. OHA may

only make public annual statistical information.

5.

I also wrote the Oregon Medical Board. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and
correct redacted copy of a letter I received baclç dated November 29 , 20L0, which states in

part:
While sympathetic to [your client's] concerns about the circumstances of his
father's death, the Board is not able to provide the information requested
The Board does not possess the requested documents nor does the Board
routinely receive these documents. Under Oregon law the Qregon
Department of Health collects these documents for their purposes. Further,
if the Board did have the documents as a part of an investigation, the Board
would be prevented from releasing them by oRS 67 6.175. See$hib[ .

6.

I also received a copy of the decedent's death certificate, which is the official death
record in Oregon. A true and correct, but redacted copy, is attached hereto asëbjþi!-3The "immediate cause of death" is listed as "cancer." The "manner of death" is listed as
"Natural."

///
A- 63

7.

Per my reques! a police officer was assigned to the case. Per the officer's confidential
repor! he did not interview my client, but he did interview people who had witnessed the
decedent's death.

B. The officer's report describes how he determined that the death was under Oregon's
assisted suicide law act due to records other than from the State of Oregon. The officer's
report also describes that he was unable to get this information from the Oregon Health
Authority, which was not willing to confirm or deny whether the deceased had used the act.
The officer closed the case.

9,

Attached hereto as Exhlbit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Oregon Health
Authority's data rele"se@s of September 18, }}Ii,which statei in part:
The Death with Dignity Act requires that the Oregon Health Authority collect
information pertaining to compliance (0RS 127.865 (21) and to make
available to the public an annual statistical report (ORS 127.865 (3)).
The Oregon Health Authority's role is limited to collecting information so
that we can monitor compliance and provide a report regarding the effects of
this legislation. Confidentiality is critical and the Act specifically states that
information collected is not a public record and is not available for inspection
by rhe public IORS 127.865 (2)). The protection of confidentiality conferred
by the Death with Dignity Act precludes the Oregon Health Authority from
releasing information that identifies patients or participants, to the public,
media researchers, students, advocates, or other interested parties.
The Oregon Health Authority will NOT confirm on a case-by-case basis
whether an individual has used, or a provider has been involved with, Death
with Dignity. We will not release a report when the first case occurs and we
will not respond to questions regarding number of cases within a specific
time period. fEmphasis in original).
Pursuant to Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure 1E, I hereby declare that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief, and that I understand it is made for use as
evidence in court and is subject to penalty for perjury.
Dated

.11 ?p\?ãJ
J

osB 05s494
Office, LLC

Post Offrce Box 41240
Eugene, OR 97404

541.225.5061
Jackson@irjlaw.com
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MARY H. WILLIAMS

JOHN R. KROGER

Deputy Attomey Ceneral

Attomey Gcncral

DEPÀRTMENT OF'JUSTICE

D

GENERAL COUNSEL DIVISION

November 3,2010

Isaac Jackson
Jackson Law Office,

LLC

P.O. Box 279
Eugene, AF.9744A

Re:

Death rvith Dignity Act Records Request

Dear Mr'. Jackson:

Dr. Hedberg, the state epidemiologist, r'eceived your letter dated October'27,2010,
requesting certain Death with Dignity Act records that may have been filed under OAR 333-0090010, If records cannot be provided, you also ask Dr. Hedberg to investigate the existence of the
documents and report findings to you, or lastly, to at least verify whether the Oregon Health
Authority (OHA) has any record of contact with your client's deceased father. In sun, your
client would like any information that might shed light on his father's death,

tilhile Dr'. Hedberg understands the difficult time your client must be going through, ORS
l2'1.865 prevents OllA from releasing any information to you ol your client. OHA may only
make public annual statistical infolmation. Please be assured that if irregulalities are found on
paperwork submitted to the OHA under OAR 333-009-0010, OHA can and has repofied
information to the Oregon Medical Board who can then investigate the matter,

I understand that you

in the process of getting the death certificate for your client's
father and that may shed some light on the matter fol your client. If your client believes that
some nefarious astions have taken place he certainly could çontact law enforcement.
Please contact me

a1'e

if you have additional questions.
Sincerely,

Shannon K, O'Fallon

Seniol Assistant Attorney General
Health and Human Seryices Section

SKO: vdc/Justi ce# 23451 52

cc: Katlina Hedberg, M.D, DHS

fr|,;ç;r J-

1515 SW Fifth Ave, Suite 410, PoÍland, OR 97201

Telephone: (971) 673-1880 Fax: (971) 673-18868 TTY: (503) 378-5938 u'rwv.doj.state.or.us
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Theodorc R. Kulorrgoski, Goverrror
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Medical Board
L500 SW 1st

Ave

Ste ó20

Portlancl, OR 97201-5847
(971) 673-2700

FAX (971) 673-2670

November 29,2A10

!\, WI¿\'.

ol'egon. gOr, / Onrb

lsaac Jackson
Jackson Law Office
PO Box 279
Eugene, OR 97440

Re:

,

Dear Mr. Jackson:

regarding

The Oregon Medical Board has received your letter
, and his death,
apparently under the Oregon Death with Dignity Act. In order for the Board to proceed
with a formal investigatiorì, a medical and/or legal basis must exist to support an
allegation that a physician licensed by the Board may have violated Oregon law. ln our
review of the information that you presented we did not find a physician identífied nor
was there a specific allegation of misconduct on the part of a physician. As such, the
board is not able to iniiiate a formal investigation,

to

While sympathetic
concerns about the circumstances of his father's
death, the Board is not able to provide the information requested. Tho Board does not
possess the requested documents nor does the Board routinely receive these
documents. Under Oregon faw the Oregon Department of Human Services collects
these documents for their purposes. Further, if the Board did have the documents as a
part of an investigation, the Board would be prevented from releasing them by ORS
676.175.
Thank you for bringing your concerns to the attention of the Oregon Medical Board. lf
you have any íurther questions regarding this matier, you may contact me at 971-6732702,

Sincerely,

Randy H.
urce
Complaint
I nvestigations/Compl ia nce Unit
li
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Release of lnformation Regarding the Death with Dignity Act

l[c'a11,þ
pubilc Heatth > provtder and partner Rosources
lnlomåtlon Regard¡rìg tho Death w¡th Dignity Àct
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Release of Information Regarding the Death with Dignity Act
The Death with Dignity Act requires that the Oregon Health
Authority collect information pertaining to compliance (ORS 127.865
(2)) and to make available to the public an annual statistical report

ÑgrlË¡A{ü¡drÞÁå,b,e",
dwda. inf o@state. or. us

(oRS 127.865 (3)).
The Oregon Health Authority's role is limited to collect¡ng informâtion so that we can
compliance and provide a report regarding the effects of this legislation.
Confidentiality is critical and the
with

The Oregon Health Authority will NOT confirm on a case-by-case basis whether an individual has used, or a provider
has been involved with, Death with Dignity. We will not release a report when the first case occurs and we will not
respond to questions regarding number of cases within a specif¡c time period.
Within the principles of confidentiality, the Oregon Health Authority will publish an annual report which will include
information on how many prescriptions are written, and how many people actually take the prescribed medication. The
specificity of any data released will depend upon whether we can ensure that confidentiality will noi be breached.
To reiterate, the Oregon Health Authority's role in reporting on the Death with Dignity Act is similar to other public health
data we collect. The data are population-based and our charge is to maintain surveillance of the overall effect of the Act.
Ihe data are to be presented in an annual report, but the information collected is required to be confidential. Therefore,
case-by-case information will not be provided, and specificity of data released will depend on having adequate numbers
to ensure that confidentiality will be maintained.

â'6t^'\'f
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(2) All written requests by a patient for medication to end his or her life in a humane
and dignified manner;
(3) The attending physician's diagnosis and prognosis, determination that the patient is
capable, acting voluntarÍly and has made an informed decision;
(a) The consulting physician's diagnosis and prognosis, and verification that the patient
is capable, acting voluntarily and has made an informed decision;
(5) A report of the outcome and determinations made during counseling, if performed;
(6) The attending physician's offer to the patient to rescind his or her request at the
time of the patient's second oral request pursuant to ORS L27.840; and
(7) A note by the attending physician indicating that all requirements under ORS
127.800 to I27.897 have been met and indicating the steps taken to carry out the
request, including a notation of the medication prescribed. [1995 c.3 53.09]

L27.860 53.10. Residency requirement. Only requests made by Oregon residents
under ORS 127.800 to L27.897 shall be granted. Factors demonstrating Oregon
residency include but are not limited to:

(1) Possession of an Oregon driver license;
(2) Registration to vote in Oregon;
(3) Evidence that the person owns or leases propefty in Oregon; or

(a) Filing of an Oregon tax return for the most recent tax year. [1995 c.3 53.10; 1999
c.a23 5Bl

L27.865 63.11 . Reporting requirements. (lXa) The Depaftment of Human
Services shall annual ly review a sample of records maintained pursuant to ORS I27.800
to L27.897.

(b) The department shall require any health care provider upon dispensing medication
pursuant to ORS L27.800 to t27.897 to file a copy of the dispensing record with the
depaftment.
(2) The department shall make rules to facilitate the collection of information regarding
compliance with ORS 127.800 to L27.897. Except as otherwise required by law, the
not be made available for
blic record and
information
a
inspection by the public.
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Characteristics

2017

1998*2016

(N=143)

(N=1J32)

Total

DWDA process
Refened for psychiatric evaluation

5 , (3.5)

(0/o)
(0/o)3

139

(97.9)

Home (patient, family or friend) (%)

12e

(e0.2)

Patient informed family of decision

57 , (5.1)

e82

(93.1)

62 ,(4.9)

1,121 (93.7)

Patient died at
Long term care, assisted living or foster care

facility (%)

13

0ther (%)

0
1

Unknown

0

Hospital(7d

1,052 (93.4)

1,181

(93.1)

(e.1)

55

(4.e)

68

(5.4)

(0.0)

4

(0.4)

4

(0.3)

(0.7)

15

(1.3)

16

(1.3)

6

6

Lethal medication
Secobarbital(%)
Pentobarbital (%)
Phenobarbital (%)

71

(4e.7)

0
6

(0.0)

676
386

(4.21

57

66

Morphine sulfate (%)

0

Other (%)

(46.2\
(0.0)

(N=143)

End of life concernsr
Losing autonomy (%)
Less able to engage in activities making life enjoyable (70)

Loss of dignity (%)5

Losing control of bodily functions (%)
Burden on family, friends/caregivers (%)

lnadequate pain control 0r concern about it (%)
Financial implications of treatment

125
126

(87.4)

96
53
7s
30

(67.1)

I

(0/o)

Health-care provider present
(collected since 2001)

(88.1)

(37.1)

(5e.7)
(34.1)
(5.0)

6 (0.5)
7 (0.6)

63
72

(58.6)
(30.3)
(4.e)
(5.6)

7 (0.5)

(N=1132)

(N=1,275)

1,029 (91.4)
1,011 (89.7)

1,154 (90.9)

76e
526

(76.e)
(46.8)

(21,0)

475 (42.2\
297 (26.4)

(5.6)

' 3e

(55.2)

747
386

(3.5)

(N=143) (N=1,062)

1,137 (89.5)

865
57e
554
327

47

(75.7\
(45.71

(43.7)
(25.8)
(3.7)

(N=1'205)

When medication was ingestedo
Prescribing physician

24

163

187

Other provider, prescribing physician not present

24

270

294

No provider

6

91

97

Unknown

89

538

627

At time of death
Prescribing physician (%)

0ther provider, prescribing physician not present (7d
No provider (%)

(16.1)

1e
101

(13.3)

(70.6)

14e
2e5
5e5

(14.6)

(28.4)

172
314

(57.3)

6e6

(58.e)

(14.3)

(26.6)

23

23

0

Unknown

(N=143)

(N=1121)

(N=1,264)

1

24

25

Seizures

2

0

2

0ther

1

6

7

38

554

101

537

Complicationso
D if f

iculty ingesting/regurg itated

None

\
llnknown h o gY

10

23

ì

\^v{ \<
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Patient characteristics I Oregon Death with Dignity Act
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Clinical Problems with the PerformanÇe of Euthanasia and Physician-Assisted Suicide in the Netherlands I NEJM

61212018

@

NEW ENGLAND
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Abstract
BACKGROUND AND METHODS

The characteristics and frequency of clinical problems with the performânce of euthanasia and pirysicianassisted suicide âre uncertain" We anaiyzecl data from two studies t¡f euthanasia and physician-assistecl
suicide in the Netherlands {one conducted in 1.990 and 1991and the other in 1995 and J"996), with a totai of
649 cases. We categorized clinical problems âs technical problems, such as difficulty inserting an
intravenous line; complications, such as myoclonus orvomiting; or problems with completion, such as a

lo

than- expected interval between the administration of medications and death.

RESULTS

intention wâs tc) provide assistance with suicide, and in 535, the intention was
to perform euthanasia. Problems of any type were more fi'equent in cases of assisted suicide than in cases ol
euthanasia. Complications occurred in 7 percent of cases of assisted suicide, and pro CfnS wl
completion (a longer-than-expecte d time to death, failure to induce coma, or induction of coma followed
by awakening of the patient) occurrecl in L6 percent of the câses; complications and problerns with
completion occurred in 3 percent and 6 percent of cases of euthanasia, respectively. The physiciari de{idv{
, the pirysician's

https:i/www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056iNEJM2
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to administer a lethal rnedication in 21 of the cases of assisted suicide (1"8 percent), which thus became
cases of euthanasia. The reasons for this decision included problems with completion (in 12 cases) and tiie

inability of the patient to take all the medications (in 5).
coNcLUs ro N s
There may be clinical problems with the performance of euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide. In the
Netherlands, physicians who intend to provide assistance with suicide sometimes end up administering a
lethal medication themselves because CIf the patient's inability to take the medication or because of
problems with the completion ofphysician-assisted suicide.

v

Introduction
I

/\
.rfl

LTHOUGH EUTHANASIA AND PHYSICIAN.ASSISTED SUICIÐE ARE ILLEGAL IN MOST
countries, they are performed in several parts of the world.l-e Oregon has made physician-assisted
suicide legal under specified conditions.l0In the Netherlands,

a

physician who performs

euthanasia or provides assistânce with suicide will not be prosecuted if the act has been carried out under

strict conditions, which have been formulated by the courts and the medical profession.ll CIne of these
conditions is that euthanasia or assistance with suicide must be carried out in a professionally responsible
way. In 1987, the Royal Dutch Association of Pharmacy issued guidelines on the use and preparation of
cirugs fbr euthanasia. The guidelines were revised on the basis of doctors' experiences in 1994 to¿ 1999.12,13
The incidence of physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia and attitudes toward these pråctices have been
studied extensively, but the fbw reports on the clinicai aspects of these prâctices are based on limited data
or small numbers of

cases.14-18

We performed a study to determine whether there are problems with the

clinical âspects of euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide as reported by the physicians involved,
including complications and problems with completion, such as a prolonged interval between the
aclministration of medications and the pâtient's death.

v

Methods
STU DY DESIG N

In 1990 and L991 and in L995 and 1996, we ¡rerftrrmed two studies of euthanasia, physician-assisted suicide,
and other medicaì practices involving the end of life in the Netherlands. Detailed information about the
design of these studies has been reported elsewhere.L,'19,20In three parts of the studies, detailed

infbrmation on the clinical aspects of euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide was collected.
In 1"990 and 199L, we interviewed a stratified random sample of 405 physicians that included 152 general
prâctitioners, 50 nursing home physicians, and 203 physicians in the specialties of cardiology, surger{
Z2
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ABSTRACT
Bacl<ground: Despite continuing political, legal and moral debate on the subject, assisted suicide is
permitted in only a few countries worldwide. However, few studies have examined the impact that

witnessing assisted suicide has on the mental health of family members or close friends,
Methods: A cross-sectional survey of 85 family members or close fríends who were present at an assisted
suicide was conducted in December 2007. Full or partial Post-Traumatic Distress Disorder (PTSD; Impact
of Event Scale-Revised), depression and anxiety symptoms (Brief Symptom Inventory) and complicated
grief (lnventory of Complicated Grief) were assessed at 14 to 24 months post-loss.
Resulfs; OfrheS5participants, 13%metthecriteriaforfullPTsD(cut-off>35),6.5%metthecriteriafor
subthreshold PTSD (cut-off> 25), and 4.9% met the criteria for complicated grief. The prevalence of
depression was 16%; the prevalence of anxiety was 6%.
Conclusíon: A higher prevalence of PTSD and depression was found in the present sample than has been
reported for the Swiss population in general. However, the prevalence of complicated grief in the sample
was comparable to that reported for the general Swiss population. Therefore, although there seemed to
PTSD
2O%of
fullor
be no complications in the grief process,
through assisted sui
related to the loss of a close
Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Assisted suicide and euthanasia for terminally ill patients are
punishable by law almost everywhere except Switzerland, the
Netherlands, Belgium and the U.S. states of Oregon and Washington. Assisted suicide is generally defined as the prescribing or
supplying of drugs with the explicit intention of enabling the
patient to end his or her own life. In euthanasia, in contrast, it is the
physician who administers the lethal drug. In the Netherlands and

Belgium, physician-assisted euthanasia

is

legally permitted,

meaning that physicians are allowed to administer drugs to end
a patient's life at his or her request. In Switzerland, in contrast,
euthanasia is punishable by imprisonment (Article 114 of the
Swiss penal code). It is only in the absence of self-serving motives
that assisting another person's suicide is permissible. Physicians in
Switzerland are therefore allowed to prescribe or supply a lethal

dose of barbiturates with the explicit intention of enabling a
patient they have examined to end his or her own life. However,
most assisted suicides in Switzerland are conducted with the
assistance of non-profit organisations [231. These right-to-die

"
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organisations offer personal guidance to members suffering
diseases with "poor outcome" or experiencing "unbearable
suffering" who wish to die.
The two largest right-to-die organisations in Switzerland are
Exit Deutsche Schweiz and Dignitas. Membership of Exit Deutsche
Schweiz is available only for people living in Switzerland, whereas
Dignitas is also open to people from abroad. Exit Deutsche
Schweiz has about 50000 members, and between 100 and 150

people die each year with the organisation's assistance. In
comparison, Dignitas has about 6000 members, most of whom
live abroad. A member who decides to die must first undergo a
medical examination. The physician then prescribes a lethal dose
of barbiturates, and the drugs are stored at the Exit headquarters
until the day ofuse. Usually, the suicide takes place at the patient's
home. On the day the member decides to die, an Exit volunteer
collects the medication and takes it to the patient's home. There,
he or she hands the patient the fluid to swallow. If the patient is
incapable of swallowing the barbiturate, it can be self-administered by gastrostomy or intravenously Ial. After the patient has
died, the Exit volunteer notifies the police. All assisted suicides are
reported to the authorities. Deaths through assisted suicide are
recorded as unnatural deaths and investigated by the lnstitute of
Legal Medicine.
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AN ACT to amend the public health law, in relation to a terminally
patient's request for and use of medication for medical aid in dying

ill

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

1

2

3

4

5
6
7

Section 1. This act shall be known and may be cited as the "medical
aid in dying act".
S 2. The pubtic health løw is ømended by adding a new article 28-F to
reød øsfollows:
ARTICLE 28-F

MEDICAL AID IN DYING
Section 2899-d. Definitions.
2899-e. Request Process.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2899-f.Attendingphysicianresponsibilities.
2899-9, Right to rescind request; requirement to offer opportunity to rescind.
2899-h.Consultingphysicianresponsibilities.
2899-i. Referral to mental health professional.
2899-J. Medical record documentation requirements.
2899-k. Form of written request and witness attestation.
2899-1. Protection and immunities.
2899-m. Permissible refusals and prohibitions.
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18

2899-n. Relation to other laws and contracts.

EXPLANATION--Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets
[ ] is old law to be omitted.
L8D01103-12-8
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1

2
J

4
5

2899-o.
2899-p.
2899-q.
2899-r.
2899-s.

2

Safe disposal of unused medications.

Death certificate.
Reporting.
Penalties.
Severability.

6 $ 2S99-d. Definitions. As used in this article:
7 l. "Adult" means an individual who is eighteen years of age or older.
8 2. "Attending physician" means the physician who has primary responsi9 bility for the care of the patient

and treatment of the patient's termi-

10 nal illness or condition.

11 3. "Capacity" means the ability to understand and appreciate

the
12 nature and consequences of health care decisions, including the benefits
13 and risks ofand alternatives to any proposed health care, and to reach
14 an informed decision.
l5 4, "Consulting physician" means a physician who is qualified by
16 specialty or experience to make a professional diagnosis and prognosis
17 regarding a person's terminal illness or condition.
18 5. "Health care facility" means a general hospital, nursing home, or
19 residential health care facility as defined in section twenty-eight
20 hundred one ofthis chapter.
21 6. "Health care provider" means a person licensed, certified, or
22 authorizedby law to administer health care of dispense medication in
23 the ordinary course of business or practice of a profession.
24 7. "Informed decision" means a decision by a patient who is suffering
25 from a terminal illness or condition to request and obtain a
26 prescription for medication that the patient may self-administer to end
27 the patient's life that is based on an understanding and acknowledgment
28 of the relevant facts and that is made voluntarily, of the patient's own
29 volition and without coetcion, after being fully informed of:
30 (a) the patient's medical diagnosis and prognosis;
31 (b) the potential risks associated with taking the medication to be
32 prescribed;
33 (c) the probable result of taking the medication to be prescribed;
34 (d) the possibility that the patient may choose not to obtain the
35 medication, or may obtain the medication but may decide not to self-ad36 minister it; and
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3l

(e) the feasible alternatives and appropriate treatment options,
38 including but not limited to palliative care and hospice care.
39 8. "Medical aid in dying" means the medical practice of a physician
40 prescribing medication to a qualified individual that the individual may
41 choose to self-administer to bring about death'
42 9. "Medically confirmed" means the medical opinion of the attending
43 physician that a patient has a terminal illness or condition and has
madean informed decision which has been confirmed by a consulting
45 physician who has examined the patient and the patient's relevant
46 medical records.
47 10. "Medication" means medication prescribed by a physician under this
48 article.
49 11. "Mental health professional" means a physician' nurse practition50 er, physician assistant or psychologist, licensed or certified under the
51 education law acting within his or her scope of practice and who is
52 qualified, by training and experience, certification, or board certif53 ication or eligibility, to make a determination under section twenty54 eight hundred ninety-nine-i of this article; provided that in the case
5 5 of a nufse practitioner or physician assistant, the professional shall

44

A.2383--A

1 not have

3

a collaborative agreement or collaborative relationship

with or

physician.
interdisincluding
3 12. "Palliative carerr means health care treatment,
4 ciplinary end-of-life care, and consultation with patients and family
5 members, to prevent or relieve pain and suffering and to enhance the
6 patient's quality of life, including hospice care undel article forty of
7 this chapter.
8 13. "Patient'r means a person who is eighteen years of age or older
9 under the care of a PhYsician'
10 14. "Physicianf ' means an individual licensed to practice medicine in
A 1 New York state.
2 15. "Qualified individual" means a patient with a terminal illness or
has
3 condition, who has capacity, has made an informed decision,
I 4latisfied the requirements of this article in order to obtain a
15 prescription for medication.
16 16. "Self-administer" means a qualified individual's affirmative,
Ø conscious, and voluntary act of using medication under this article.
¡lg 17. "Terminal illness or condition" means an incurable and irrevers,Z\q iUl. illness or condition that has been medically confirmed and will,
)O *itttin reasonable medical judgment, produce death within six months.
21 $ 2899-e. Request process. 1. Oral and written request. A patient
22 wishing to request medication under this article shall make an oral
23 request and submit a written request to the patient's attending physi-

2 be supervised by the attending physician or consulting

X
\
/
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2. Making a written request. A patient may make a written request for
26 andconsent to self-administer medication for the purpose of ending his
27 or her life in accordance with this article if the patient:
28 (a) has been determined by the attending physician to have a terminal
29 illness or condition and which has been medically confirmed by a
30 consulting physician; and
(b) based on an informed decision, explesses voluntarily, of the
3i
32 patient's own volition and without coercion the request for medication
33 to end his or her life.
34 3. \ilritten request signed and witnessed. (a) A written request for
35 medication under this article shall be signed and dated by the patient
36 and witnessed by at least two adults who, in the presence of the
37 patierrt., attest that to the best of his or her knowledge and belief the
38 patient has capacity, is acting voluntarily, is making the request for
39 medication of his or her own volition and is not being coerced to sign
40 the request. The written request shall be in substantially the form
41 described in section twenty-eight hundred ninety-nine-k of this article.
42 (b) One of the witnesses shall be an adult who is not:
43 (i) a relative of the patient by blood, marriage or adoption;
44 (ii) a person who at the time the request is signed would be entitled
45 to any portion of the estate of the patient upon death under any will or

25

46 by operation of law; or
4l (iii) an owner, operator, employee or independent contractor of a
48 health care facility where the patient is receiving treatment or is a
49 resident.
50 (c) The attending physician, consulting physician and, if applicable,
51 the mental health professional who provides a capacity determination of

52

the patient under this article shall not be a witness.

53
54

4. No person shalt qualiff for medical aid in dying under this article
solely because of age or disability.

4.2383--A
1

4

2S99-f. Attending physician responsibilities. 1. The attending
shall examine the patient and his or her relevant medical
3 records and:
4 (a) make a determination of whether a patient has a terminal illness
5 or condition, has capacity, has made an informed decision and has made
6 the request voluntarily of the patient's own volition and without coerS

7

cion;
S (b) inform the patient of the requirement under this article for
9 confirmation by a consulting physician, and refer the patient to a
10 consulting physician upon the patient's request;
11 (c) refer the patient to a mental health professional pursuant to
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12 section twenty-eight hundred ninety-nine-i of this article if the
13 attending physician believes that the patient may lack capacity to make
14 aninformed decision;
15 (d) provide information and counseling under sectiontwenty-nine
16 hundred ninety-seven-c ofthis chapter;
(e) ensure that the patient is making an informed decision by discuss18 ing with the patient: (i) the patient's medical diagnosis and prognosis;
19 (ii) the potential risks associated with taking the medication to be
20 prescribed; (iii) the probable result of taking the medication to be
21 prescribed; (iv) the possibility that the patient may choose to obtain
ZZ inemedication but not take it; and (v) the feasible alternatives and
23 appropriate treatment options, including but not limited to (1) informaregarding palliative and hospice care and end-ofza tíinurrd
"orrn..ling
25 life options appropriate to the patient, including but not limited to:
26 therange of options appropriate to the patient; the prognosis, risks
27 andbenefits of the various options; and the patient's legal rights to
28 comprehensive pain and symptom management at the end of life; and (2)
29 information regarding treatment options appropriate to the patient,
30 including the prognosis, risks and benefits of the various treatment

17

options;
(f) discuss with the patient the imPortance of:
having another person present when the patient takes the medicaand the restriction that no Person other than the tient
t **t<{<**tl.**
administer the medication'
36 (ä)ìi-ftã king-thè medication in a public Place; and
37 (iii) informing the Patient's family of the patient's decision to
38 request and take medication that will end the patient's life; a patient
39 who declines or is unable to notifu family shall not have his or her
40 request for medication denied for that reason;
4I (g) inform the patient that he or she may rescind the request for
42 medication at any time and in any manner;
43 (h) futfill the medical record documentation requirements of section
44 twenty-eight hundred ninety-nine-j of this article; and
45 (y' ensure that all appropriate steps are carried out in accordance
46 with this article before writing a prescription for medication
47 2. Upon receiving confirmation from a consulting physician under
48 section twenty-eight hundred ninety-nine-h of this article and subject
49 to section twenty-eight hundred ninety-nine-i of this article, the
5 0 attending physician who determines that the patient has a terminal
1 illness or condition, has capacity and has made a voluntary request for
medication as provided in this article, may personally, or by referral
medication in
be or
to another physician,
and at the
cs with the
prescn ption and delivof
tate
55 patient's request,
patient'
56 ery of the medication to the

J
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I

5

3

accordance with the direction of the prescribing or ordering
the patient, the patient may self-adminisphysician and the
or herself. A health care professional or
ter the

s

other
$ 2899-9.

2

3. In

not

the medication to the Patient.

request; requirement to offer opportunity
6 to rescind. L. A patient may at any time rescind his or her request for
7 medication under this article without regard to the patient's capacity.
8 2.4 prescription for medication may not be written without the
9 attending physician offering the qualified individual an opportunity to
10 rescind the request.
11 $ 2899-h. Consulting physician responsibilities. Before a patient who
12 is requesting medication may receive a prescription for medication under
13 this article, a consulting physician must:
14 1. examine the patient and his or her relevant medical records;
15 2. confirm, in writing, to the attending physician and the patient,
16 whether: (a) the patient has a terminal illness or condition; (b) the
17 patient is making an informed decision; (c) the patient has capacity, or
18 provide documentation that the consulting physician has referred the
19 patient for a determination under section twenty-eight hundred ninety20 nine-i of this article; and (d) the patient is acting voluntarily, of
2l thepatient's own volition and without coercion'
22 S 2S99-i. Referral to mental health professional' 1.If the attending
23 physician or the consulting physician believes that the patient may lack
24 capacity, the attending physician or consulting physician shall refer
25 thepatient to a mental health professional for a determination of
26 whether the patient has capacity to make an informed decision. The
27 refel]jing physician shall advise the patient that the report of the
28 mental health professional will be provided to the attending physician
29 andthe consulting PhYsician.
30 2. Amenfal health professional who evaluates a patient under this
31 section shall report, in writing, to the attending physician and the
32 consulting physician, his or her independent conclusions about whether
33 the patient has capacity to make an informed decision, provided that if,
34 atthe time of the report, the patient has not yet been referred to a
35 consulting physician, then upon referral the attending physician shall
36 provide the consulting physician with a copy of the mental health
37 professional's report. If the mental health professional determines that
38 the patient lacks capacity to make an informed decision, the patient
39 shall not be deemed a qualified individual, and the attending physician
40 shall not prescribe medication to the patient.
41 S 2S99-j. Medical record documentation requirements. An attending
42 physician shall document or file the following in the patient's medical
43 record:
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44

L. the dates

of all oral requests by the patient for medication under

45 this article;
46 2,the written request by the patient for medication under this article, including the declaration of witnesses and interpreter's declara-

47

48 tion, if applicable;

49

3. the attending physician's diagnosis and prognosis, determination
capacity, and determination that the patient is acting voluntarily, of
the patient's own volition and without coercion, and has made an

of

50
51
52 informed decision;
53 4. if applicable, written confirmation of capacity under section twen54 ty-eight hundred ninety-nine-i of this article; and

55

5. a note by the attending physician indicating that all requirements

56 under this article have been met and indicating the
A.2383--A

steps taken to carry

6

1 out the request, including a notation of the medication prescribed or

2

3

ordered.

4
5

2S99-k. Form of written request and witness attestation. 1. A
request for medication under this article shall be in substantially the
following form:

6

REQUEST FOR MEDICATION TO END MY LIFE

S

7T,

am an adult who has capacity,
8 which means I understand and appreciate the nature and consequences of

t

health care decisions, including the benefits and risks of and alterna10 tives to any proposed health care, and to reach an informed decision and
11 to communicate health care decisions to a physician.
insert diagnosis), which my
12 I have been diagnosed with
13 attending physician has determined is a terminal illness or condition,
14 which has been medically confirmed by a consulting physician.
15 I have been fully informed of my diagnosis and prognosis, the nature
16 of the medication to be prescribed and potential associated risks, the
17 expected result, and the feasible alternatives and treatment options
18 including but not limited to palliative care and hospice care.
lg I request that my attending physician prescribe medication that will
20 endmy life if I choose to take it, and I authorize my attending physi2l cianto contact another physician of any pharmacist about my request.

22 INITIAL ONE:
23 ( ) I have informed

or intend to inform one or more members of my

24 family of my decision.

25 ( ) I have decided not to inform any member of my family of my deci26

sion.
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27 ( ) I have no family to inform of my decision.
28 I understand that I have the right to rescind this request or decline
29 to use the medication at any time.

30

I understand the importance of this request, and I expect to die if I
31 take the medication to be prescribed. I further understand that although
32 most deaths occur within three hours, my death may take longer, and my
33 attending physician has counseled me about this possibility'
34 I make this request voluntarily, of my own volition and without being
35 coerced, and I accept full responsibility for my actions.

36

Signed:

37 Dated:

DECLARATION OF \ilITNESSES

38

39 I

declare that the person signing this "Request for Medication to End

40 My Life":

4l
42

(a) is personally known to me or has provided proof of identity;
(b) voluntarily signed the "Request for Medication to End My Life" in
43 my presence or acknowledged to me that he or she signed it; and
44 (c) to the best of my knowledge and belief, has capacity and is making
45 the "Request for Medication to End My Life" voluntarily, of his or her
46 own volition and is not being coerced to sign the "Request for Medica47 tionto End My Life".
48 I am not the attending physician or consulting physician of the person
49 signing the "Request for Medication to End My Life" or, if applicable,
50 the mental health professional who provides a capacíty determination of

A.2383--A

7

1 the person signing the "Request for Medication to End My Life" at the
2 time the "Request for Medication to End My Life" was signed.
3 I further declare under penalty of perjury that the statements made

4 herein are true and correct
5 able.
6

and false statements made herein are punish-

'Witness

1, Date

7

(Printed name)

8

(Address)

9

(Telephone number)
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10

I further declare that I am not (i) related to the above-named patient
l1 by blood, marriage or adoption, (ii) entitled at the time the patient
12 signed the "Request for Medication to End My Life" to any portion of the
13 estate of the patient upon his/her death under any will or by operation
14 of law, or (iii) an owner, operator, employee or independent contractor
15 of a health care facility where the patient is receiving treatment or is
16 aresident.

l7

Witness Z,Date:

18

(Printed name)

t9

(Address)

20

(TelePhone number)

2l

NOTE: Only

one of the two witnesses may (i) be a relative (by blood,

22 maniage or adoption) of the person signing the "Request for Medication
23 to End My Life", (ii) be entitled to any portion of the person's estate
24 upondeath under any will or by operation of law, or (iii) own, operate,
25 be employed or be an independent contractor at a health care facility

26

where the person is receiving treatment or is a resident.

27

2. (a) The "Request for Medication to End My Life" shall be written in
28 the same language as any conversations, consultations, or interpreted
29 conversations or consultations between a patient and at least one of his
30 or her attending or consulting physicians.
31 (b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this subdivision, the written
32 "Request for Medication to End My Life" may be prepared in English even
33 when the conversations or consultations or interpreted conversations or
34 consultations were conducted in a language other than English or with
35 auxiliary aids or hearing, speech or visual aids, if the English
36 language form includes an attached declaration by the interpreter of the
37 conversation or consultation, which shall be in substantially the

38 following form:
INTERPRETER'S DECLARATION

39

40 I,

(insert name of

interpreter)-

,(mark as applica-

41 ble):

42 ( ) for a patient whose conversations or consultations

or interpreted
43 conversations or consultations were conducted in a language other than
44 English and the "Request for Medication to End My Life" is in English: I
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I

2
3
4

and (insert target language). I have
the requisite language and interpreter skills to be able to interpret
effectively, accurately and impartially information shared and communications between the attending or consulting physician and (name of
declare that

I am fluent in English

5 patient).

6

I certiff that on (insert date), at approximately (insert time), I
7 interpreted the communications and information conveyed between the
8 physician and (name of patient) as accurately and completely to the best
9 of my knowledge and ability and read the "Request for Medication to End
10 My Life"to (name of patient) in (insert target language).
11 (Name of patient) affirmed to me his/her desire to sign the "Request
12 for Medication to End My Life" voluntarily, of (name of patient)'s own
13 volition and without coercion.
14 ( ) for a patient with a speech, hearing or vision disability: I
15 declare that I have the requisite language, reading and/or interpreter
16 skills to communicate with the patient and to be able to read and/or
17 interpret effectively, accutately and impartially information shared and
18 communications that occurred on (insert date) between the attending or
19 consulting physician and (name of patient).
20 I certiff that on (insert date), at approximately (insert time), I
2l readand/or interpreted the communications and information conveyed
22 between the physician and (name of patient) impartially and as accurate23 ly and completely to the best of my knowledge and ability and, where
24 neededfor effective communication, read or interpreted the "Request for
25 Medication to End my Life" to (name of patient).
26 (Name of patient) affrrmed to me his/her desire to sign the "Request
27 for Medication to End My Life" voluntarily, of (name of patient)'s own
28 volition and without coercion.
29 I further declare under penalty of perjury that (i) the foregoing is
30 true and correct; (ii) I am not (A) related to (name of patient) by
31 blood, marriage or adoption, (B) entitled at the time (name of patient)
32 signed the "Request for Medication to End My Life" to any portion of the
33 estate of (name of patient) upon his/her death under any will or by
34 operation of law, or (C) an owner, operator, employee or independent
3 5 contractor of a health care facility where (name of patient) is receiv36 ingtreatment or is a resident, except that if I am an employee or inde37 pendent contractor at such health care facility, providing interpreter
38 services is part of my job description at such health care facility or I
39 have been trained to provide interpreter services and (name of patient)
40 requested that I provide interpreter services to him/her for the
41 purposes stated in this Declaration; and (iii) false statements made

42 hercin

are punishable.

43 Executed

at (insert city, county and state)

on this (insert day of
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44 month) of (insert month), (insert

year).

45

(Signature of Interpreter)

46

(Printed name of Interpreter)

47

(ID # or Agency Name)

48

(Address of Interpreter)

49

(Language Spoken by Interpreter)
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1

(c) An interpreter whose services are provided under paragraph (b) of
2 this subdivision shall not (i) be related to the patient who signs the
3 "Request for Medication to End My Life" by blood, marriage or adoption,
4 (ii) be entitled at the time the "Request for Medication to End My Life"
5 is signed by the patient to any portion of the estate of the patient
6 upon death under any will or by operation of law, ot (iii) be an owner,
7 operator, employee or independent contractor of a health care facility
I where the patient is receiving treatment or is a resident; provided that
9 an employee or independent contractor whose job description at the
10 health care facility includes interpreter services or who is trained to
11 provide interpreter services and who has been requested by the patient
12 to serve as an interpreter under this article shall not be prohibited
13 from serving as a witness under this article.
14 $ 2399-1. Protection and immunities. 1. A physician, pharmacist, other
1 5 health care professional or other person shall not be subject to civil
16 or criminal liability or professional disciplinary action by any govern17 ment entity for taking any reasonable good-faith action or refusing to
18 act under this article, including, but not limited to: (a) engaging in
19 discussions with a patient relating to the risks and benefits of end-of20 life options in the circumstances described in this article, (b) provid2T inga patient, upon request, with a referral to another health care
22 provider, (c) being present when a qualified individual self-administers
23 medication, (d) refraining from acting to prevent the qualified individ24 ualfrom self-administering such medication, or (e) refraining from
25 acting to resuscitate the qualified individual after he or she self-ad26 ministers such medication.
27 2. Nothing in this section shall limit civil or criminal liability for
28 negligence, recklessness or intentional misconduct.
29 $ 2899-m. Permissible refusals and prohibitions. 1. (a) A physician,
30 nurse, pharmacist, other health care provider or other person shall not
31 be under any duty, by law or contract, to participate in the provision
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32 of medication to a patient under this article.
33 (b) If a health care provider is unable or unwilling to participate in
34 the provision of medication to a patient under this article and the
35 patient transfers care to a new health care provider, the prior health

36

provider shall transfer or affange for the transfer, upon request,
37 of a copy of the patient's relevant medical records to the new health
38 care provider.
39 2. (a) A private health care facility may prohibit the prescribing,
40 dispensing, ordering or self-administering of medication under this
41 article while the patient is being treated in or while the patient is
42 residing in the health care facility if:
43 (i) the prescribing, dispensing, ordering or self-administering is
44 contrary to a formally adopted policy of the facility that is expressly
45 based on sincerely held religious beliefs or moral convictions central
46 to the facility's operating principles; and
47 (ii) the facility has informed the patient of such policy prior to
48 admission or as soon as reasonably possible.
49 (b) V/here a facility has adopted a prohibition under this subdivision,
50 if a patient who wishes to use medication under this article requests,
51 the patient shall be transferred promptly to another health care facili52 ty that is reasonably accessible under the circumstances and willing to
53 permit the prescribing, dispensing, ordering and self-administering of
54 medication under this article with respect to the patient.
55 3. Where a health care facility has adopted a prohibition under this
56 subdivision, any health care provider or employee or independent
care
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1 contractor of the facility who violates the prohibition may be subject
2 to sanctions otherwise available to the facility, provided the facility

3 has previously notified the health care provider, employee or independ4 ent contractor of the prohibition in writing.

5

6
7
8

$ 2899-n. Relation to other laws and contracts. 1. (a) A patient who
requests medication under this article shall not, because of that
request, be considered to be a person who is suicidal, and selÊadministering medication under this article shall not be deemed to be suicide,
for any purpose.

10

(b) Action taken in accordance with this article shall not be
11 construed for any purpose to constitute suicide, assisted suicide,
12 attempted suicide, promoting a suicide attempt, euthanasia, mercy kill13 ing, or homicide under the law, including as an accomplice or accessory
14 or otherwise.
l5 2. (a) No provision in a contract, will or other agreement, whether
16 written or oral, to the extent the provision would affect whether a
17 person may make or rescind a request for medication or take any other

A-LL2

18 action under this article, shall be valid.

19 (b) No obligation owing under any contract shall be conditioned or

a request by a person for medithis
article.
action
under
any
other
cation or taking
3. (a) A person and his or her beneficiaries shall not be denied beneftts under a life insurance policy for actions taken in accordance with

20 affected by the making or rescinding of

2l
22

23
24 this article.

25

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of any law or contract, the sale,
26 procurement or issuance of a life or health insurance or annuity policy,
27 or the rate charged for a policy, shall not be conditioned upon or
28 affected by a patient making or rescinding a request for medication
29 under this article.
30 4. An insurer shall not provide any information in communications made
31 to a patient about the availability of medication under this article
32 absent a request by the patient or by his or her attending physician
33 upon the request of such patient. Any communication shall not include
34 both the denial of coverage for treatment and information as to the
35 availability of medication under this article.
36 5. The sale, procurement, or issue of any professional malpractice
37 insurance policy or the rate charged for the policy shall not be condi38 tioned upon or affected by whether the insured does or does not take or
39 participate in any action under this article.
40 $ 2899-o. Safe disposal of unused medications. A person who has
41 custody or control of any unused medication prescribed under this arti42 cle after the death of the qualified individual shall personally deliver
43 the unused medication for disposal to the nearest qualified facility
44 fhat properly disposes of controlled substances or shall dispose of it
45 by lawful means in accordance with regulations made by the commissioner,
46 regulations made by or guidelines of the commissioner of education, or
47 guidelines of a federal drug enforcement administration approved take48 back program. A qualified facility that properly disposes of controlled
49 substances shall accept and dispose of any medication delivered to it as
50 provided hereunder regardless of whether such medication is a controlled
51 substance. The commissioner may make regulations as may be appropriate
52 for the safe disposal of unused medications prescribed, dispensed or
53 ordered under this article as provided in this section.
54 $ 2S99-p. Death certificate. 1. If otherwise authorized by law, the
55 attending physician may sign the qualified individual's death certif-

56 icate.
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11

2. The cause of death listed on a qualified individual's death certificate who dies after self-administering medication under this article
will be the underlying terminal illness or condition.
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4
5
6

7

1. The commissioner shall annually review a
sample of the records maintained under sections twenty-eight hundred
ninety-nine-j and twenty-eight hundred ninety-nine-p of this article.
The commissioner shall adopt regulations establishing reporting require$ 2S99-q.

Reporting.

8 ments for physicians taking action under this article to determine

9 utilization

and compliance with this article. The information collected

10 under this subdivision shall not constitute a public record available
11 for public inspection and shall be confidential and collected and main12 tained in a manner that protects the privacy of the patient, his or her
13 family, and any health care provider acting in connection with such
14 patient under this article, except that such information may be
15 disclosed to a governmental agency as authorized or required by law
16 relating to professional discipline, protection of public health or law
17 enforcement.
18 2. The commissioner shall prepare ary!-gllually containing rele19 vant data regarding utilization and compliance with this article and
20 shall post such report on the department's website.
21 $ 2899-r. Penalties. 1. Nothing in this article shall be construed to
22 limitprofessional discipline or civil liability resulting from conduct
23 in violation of this article, negligent conduct, or intentional miscon24 ductby anyperson.
25 2. Conduct in violation of this article shall be subject to applicable
26 criminal liability under state law, including, where appropriate and
27 without limitation, offenses constituting homicide, forgery, coercion,
28 and related offenses, or federal law.
29 $ 2899-s. Severability. If any provision of this article or any appli30 cation of any provision of this article, is held to be invalid, or to
31 violate or be inconsistent with any federal law or regulation, that
32 shall not affect the validity or effectiveness of any other provision of
3 3 this article, or of any other application of any provision of this arti34 cle, which can be given effect without that provision or application;
35 and to that end, the provisions and applications of this article are

36

severable.

37

$ 3. This act shall take effect immediately.
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